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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This report offers an answer to the problem of developing an all-round financial strategy 
for Shoal, a young fresh water species and ecosystems conservation organisation, which 
aims to solve the fresh paradox. Freshwater species and their ecosystems are currently 
threatened with extinction, although they are one of the most neglected conservation 
projects, there exists a large group of potential supporters who have affinity with these 
ecosystems. Therefore, in order to solve this problem, this research focuses on creating 
awareness about the challenges the freshwater ecosystems are facing, together with 
how this awareness can best be translated into support on both a financial and non-
financial level by approaching both companies and individuals. This way Shoal can 
continue to allow freshwater fish and other freshwater species to flourish in nature. 

To uncover the basic elements of a successful fundraising strategy for a young 
environmental conservation organisation, the literature research examined these 
elements. First, the reasons behind supporting an environmental organisation followed by 
focusing on creating a strong brand perception, essentially credibility, for such 
supporters. Then, the most efficient communication channels towards potential and 
existing supporters must be applied. Furthermore, the most important sources of financial 
support were identified within the literature study while focusing on corporate 
collaborations, since these are an important objective for this study to develop. The 
different stages, success factors, benefits and drawbacks of corporate partnerships which 
Shoal has to monitor will also be discussed in this chapter. 

The methodology used to gather the relevant information to develop a financial strategy 
for Shoal was an in-depth case study of 16 environmental conservation organisations. The 
organisations were examined with the self-developed VMVT-framework which revealed 
the various tactics these organisations apply to make their fundraising a success. 
Moreover, several interviews with experts in fundraising were conducted as certain 
essential information to build an all-round financial strategy cannot be found completely 
in secondary resources. Results of this research demonstrated that many organisations 
use common tactics such as using volunteers and ambassadors to make supporters 
aware of their vision. Moreover, collaboration with experts and universities also proved to 
be very important in order to achieve transparency and credibility. Furthermore, the 
investigated cases also focus on transforming their corporate partners' business practices 
towards a more sustainable way of working. Most organisations used both standardised 
and tailor-made corporate offerings to obtain funding. Overall, social media and creating 
the right content was an important focus within the researched cases. 

After having researched the case study and received input from experts on fundraising 
strategies, together with creative input from own initiative, an advice was formed to solve 
the problem on how to build a successful financial strategy for Shoal. The focus of this 
strategy is on creation of the Shoal Community that will allow all stakeholders who feel 
some affinity with Shoal's mission to merge and engage together to enable the 
conservation of freshwater species and their ecosystems. The Shoal Community consists 



firstly of corporate partners who become involved in the Shoal community in order to 
support the organisation both financially and non-financially by becoming corporate 
partners or impact partners. Secondly, shoal supporters in general must also be involved 
in the shoal community. This group consists primarily of individuals committed to 
spreading the Shoal message and also providing financial support. A third group consists 
of strategic partners, these are universities and other NGOs that Shoal works with to 
receive expertise, help with the implementation of projects and the collective distribution 
of each other's message to improve the environment. The Shoal Community is kept 
together by implementing two unique ideas. First, the Blue Innovation Fund will evoke an 
excitement by supporting new innovative ideas to conserve fresh water species and their 
ecosystems. Secondly, by further developing Shoal's website into a Shoal online platform 
where all stakeholders can interact, ensuring that all stakeholders feel part of the 
community and develop it into a group of committed people who want to make Shoal's 
mission a success. 

The second major area of concern when providing advice for the development of the 
financial strategy for Shoal is the focus on corporate and impact partners. The 
development of unique and detailed corporate offerings is an important aspect for 
attracting corporations to collaborate with Shoal and making the Shoal Initiative a 
success. In the construction of these offerings, unique aspects were integrated, such as 
the Shoal Regeneration Programme, advisory on business practice transformation into 
more sustainable operations and the development of the Shoal Certification Seal. 
Additionally, traditional benefits used by many organisations in the case study were also 
incorporated into the offerings. With the help of attractive offerings, Shoal should be able 
to approach partners in the right manner and build long-term financial partnerships. 
Finally, a recommendation was also made that Shoal should focus strongly on being 
transparent about their actions to all stakeholders in order to safeguard the 
creditworthiness of their name. 

By researching best practices within environmental organisations by means of a case 
studies, expert insights and personal creativity, an all-round financial strategy has been 
formulated for Shoal to succeed in their mission and thus save and recover populations of 
the most threatened freshwater species. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Shoal Initiative 

“Out of the sight, out of the mind” aptly describes the motivation behind inception of the project 
Shoal. The book “Conservation Planning” broadly points out how freshwater and marine 
depletion, in contrast to land, is “less easily observed” (Ban N.C. et. al, 2013, Chapter 8, paragraph 
2). Since 1970, wetlands have seen a decline of 35% effecting 81% of inland wetland species 
(Ramsar Convention on Wetlands, 2018).  

Freshwater ecosystems 
“Freshwater refers to the water found in lakes, ponds, streams” (encyclopedia.com), 
groundwater, wetlands, rivers, reservoirs and any other form of water with low salt concentration 
(The Freshwater Biome, 2019). Freshwater biodiversity forms up all discovered as well as 
undiscovered species of fishes, vertebrates, mammals and other organisms that rely on 
freshwater habitat which count to more than 140,000 described species (IUCN, Freshwater 
Biodiversity). Effective conservation of freshwater fishes which constitute 55% of the total 
described species can “improve the functioning of whole freshwater ecosystems-reaping 
benefits for other species, habitats and people” (Strategic Plan, Shoal, 2019-20) . According to 
IUCN, every third freshwater fish is on the verge of facing extinction (IUCN, Freshwater 
Biodiversity). 

Reasons for decline of freshwater ecosystems 

There are several reasons for decline of freshwater species out of which the major are discussed 
below (Carpenter, 2011). 

1. Climate Change: It directly effects the freshwater and its biodiversity by rising temperatures 
and extensive variability in precipitation. 

2. Chemical Inputs: This includes substantial increase of chemical inputs from sources like 
industries, agricultural waste (including fertilisers and pesticides) and waste water from 
human consumption. 

3. Change in land-use pattern: Adaptation of natural lands for human use including agriculture, 
civilisation and industries leads to substantial increase in use of freshwater while also 
changing the water flow, which in-turn effects the natural healing of the water body and 
destroying the ecosystem. 

4. Aquatic invasive species: This happens when species native to a place are carried by 
humans or otherwise, willingly or unwillingly, and can destroy the ecosystem of the host 
place. Example:  Bythotrephes-longimanus in the great lakes area of North America. 

Other reasons for decline include over-fishing, tremendous increase in demand and harvesting 
(Welcomme R, 2011) as well as hydrologic changes to the water bodies. 

Mission and Vision 

“Vision: A future where freshwater fish and other freshwater species flourish in nature. 

Mission: To save and recover populations of the most threatened fish and other threatened 
freshwater species.” (Shoal Strategy, 2019) 
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It is important to note here that there are several groups and organisations which focus on 
freshwater biodiversity conservation but this sector faces the challenge of unsustained and 
inappropriate funding due to many reasons including awareness and knowledge, among others. 

Organisational Structure 

The initial organisation structure is broadly classified into foundation partners, strategy and 
fundraising partners and implementation and outreach partners. Refer to figure 1.  

Figure 1: The Shoal Partnership Organisational Structure.  
Source: Shoal Strategy document 2019. 

The foundation partners include hosts and organisations which have agreed to launch and 
support Shoal in its development. As Shoal is not yet an established legal entity, Synchronicity 
Earth, a UK registered charity hosts the operational requirements of the project. The same 
model is intended to be replicated in USA, Germany and Singapore in a strategic move to 
access the major potential supporters around the globe. (Strategy, Synchronicity Earth, 
shoalconversation.com) 

Core Values 

The Shoal Partnership deems to follow a set of core values, of which, a selected few are 
elaborated below: 

1. Science based: This is a guiding principle for every action, which mentions that every decision 
needs to be backed by science and guidance from the best expertise. 

2. New approaches and innovation: Shoal aims to eradicate currently used practices and 
strategies for freshwater conservation adopted from other altogether different conservation 
projects majorly territorial and mammals conservations.  

3. Awareness: The “freshwater paradox” which suggests the severe lack of awareness needs 
people, communities and companies (Mission statement, Shoal 2019) to come together, get 
aware, spread awareness and support the freshwater fishes. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 

Currently there are large number of conservation NGOs and NPOs operating on global and 
national levels, yet none of these focus specifically on the global conservation of freshwater 
ecosystems. The very few who do, get a very limited attention for these initiatives as compared 
to other conservation causes such as territorial conservation and marine species conservation. 
However, the potential number of supporters for freshwater conservation is enormous. Millions 
of people around the world have an affinity with these species, either as small recreational fish 
keepers, hobbyists such as anglers, businesses that rely on these species, or for some simply as 
a personal passion. In a nutshell, globally there are wide range of stakeholders who are 
interested in an initiative like Shoal, though they simply have to understand the freshwater 
issues themselves and at the same time, be addressed by the right organisation to solve those. 
This contradiction of little attention for fresh water species while at the same time the enormous 
possible support base is what the Shoal Partnership calls the fresh water paradox.  

The main question this study will focus on is, how to increase awareness for conservation of 
species living in freshwater ecosystems, and simultaneously how this, aware Shoal community, 
comprising of individuals, businesses, organisations and institutions will advance to financially 
support Shoal with the single aim of freshwater species conservation. 

As far as the current situation stands, Shoal could have a large number of potential supporters 
and has found the perfect niche as a non-profit conservation organisation to achieve success. 
However, finding strategic answers on how to attract the right supporters, whether in a non-
financial, financial, individual or business context, will be the main focus of this paper.  

By developing a strong strategic approach towards engaging these stakeholders in multiple 
ways, Shoal will be able to address the level of attention that freshwater species should 
deserve, accomplishing multiple projects with success across the globe through Shoal's funds 
raised by the various stakeholders mentioned above. 
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1.3 Objectives 

The objective of this paper is to develop a feasible financial strategy in the immediate, medium 
and long term for Shoal. The focus will be on providing a method to raise awareness about the 
Shoal initiative and to raise funding from the various stakeholders.  

More specifically, by analysing the best practices and through personal communication, the 
focus will be on the creation of ,firstly, corporate partnerships. This research will also examine 
which benefits such partnerships should provide to both the organisation and the corporate, in 
order for both partners to benefit from this collaboration. 

Secondly, a solution will also be explored for the creation of memberships for individual 
supporters. As discussed above, there is a high potential within this group and with the right 
model they could be attracted to sponsor Shoal on a non-financial as well as a financial level. 
The mutual benefits that are important to keep individuals sustainably interested in such kind of 
membership will be examined as well. 

Overall, the objective is to provide Shoal with a sustainable financial strategy with a focus on 
how they can address their sponsors in the best sustainable manner and how they can continue 
to grow in the long term and successfully complete numerous freshwater species  conservation 
projects. 

The structure of the paper is divided into three main sections. The literature review will mainly 
examine which aspects a non-profit and non-governmental organisation should take into 
account when developing an all-round financial strategy. The second part, the methodology 
section, describes the chosen methodology used in this study to collect information and data to 
build a fundraising strategy for Shoal besides the information found in the literature study. The 
results part will address the analysis obtained during the research for information and data on 
fundraising. Subsequently, the recommendations section will be dedicated to advising Shoal on 
ways to successfully approach their fundraising strategy. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The literature review has been structured based on the issues which need to be taken into 
consideration when building a financial strategy. The objective of this thesis is to provide advice 
for how to tackle both individual and corporate sponsors with a special focus on the latter. First, 
the literature review examines what the most important reasons are for both individuals and 
corporations to support non-profit and non-governmental organisations. As an organisation has 
to anticipate on these needs, they are outlined within this topic. Subsequently the most 
important aspects to ensure that the organisation becomes a trustworthy brand will be 
investigated. This is very important to keep the organisation successful in the long term. 
Following this, various communication channels will be discussed regarding the most 
appropriate options to address potential supporters for a non-profit organisation. Fourthly, 
possible methods of obtaining funds will be discussed. Afterwards, corporate partnerships are 
examined more closely, as these are one of the main objectives of this paper to advise Shoal on. 
Finally, the pitfalls occurring within corporate partnerships will be tackled, as these should be 
carefully managed when entering into partnerships with companies. 

2.1 Reasons of donations for an environmental NPO 

Every year, more and more non-profits and non-governmental organisations are established, 
each with their own unique goal which they pursue. This is obviously beneficial for society as a 
whole when charities supplement the efforts of the government through fundraising and 
voluntary work. However, on the other hand, the increase in competition among non-profit 
organisations also results in a decrease in the average resources per charity, as the number of 
possible donors does not increase at the same pace (Bose, 2014).  

Just in the United States alone, $410 billion was donated to charitable causes in 2017. All 
individuals together are responsible for 70% of this amount and about 7% of this goes to 
organisations that focus on the environment and conservation of animal species (Giving USA 
annual report, 2018). Underneath are the main reasons why individuals and companies support 
these non-profits and non-governmental organisations. 

Individual supporters 

As indicated above, 70% of the support to non-profits and other organisations comes from 
individuals alone. According to the Trends in Giving Report by Non-profit tech for good (2018) 
5.6% of all donations go to environmental and conservation causes and 10.5% to animals and 
wildlife. Furthermore, according to this study, most of the donations come from North America. 
Moreover, the survey clearly shows that most individuals who are interested in contributing to 
the organisations are female. However, according to CAF World Giving Index (2018) this 
difference is minimal. Nevertheless, both reports do show that age categories that give most to 
charities are the 30-40 years old and the 50+ age group, which also seems logical given that 
these age groups tend to possess a higher amount of income.  

But why are these individuals triggered to support those organisations? Degasperi and 
Mainardes (2017) have divided the reasons into 8 factors.The first is trust in the organisation itself. 
This means, among other things, that the donor has faith in the organisation as a whole, such as 
his leadership, reputation and, of course, that the individual recognises the value of their 
mission. This can be broadly described as the credibility of the organisation.  
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The second factor has to do with the rewards that individuals would receive by supporting an 
organisation. These rewards can be both tangible and intangible. For example, tangible rewards 
can be gifts that the organisation can offer in exchange for support or some kind of award. 
Intangible rewards are basically related to the donor's recognition, allowing the donor to benefit 
from his public prestige by doing good through sponsoring the organisation.  

The third factor are the leadership effects. This means that the donor is attracted to support the 
organisation because of other important or famous donors such as celebrities who also support 
the organisation, or that the organisation itself is so well known in its domain that it has become 
some sort of leader in that area.  

The fourth factor are the characteristics of the organisation. This expands further on the trust 
factor. Donors consider it important that there is transparency in the way the organisation 
operates, but that the organisation also has a mission that touches the donor somehow.  

The fifth factor are the environmental influences. These are external influences, i.e. the 
environment in which the donor is living, such as family and friends who are also involved in the 
mission of the organisation and who are therefore attracted to support the goal.  

The sixth factor are the personal benefits. This means, among other things, that the donor 
himself benefits by supporting the organisation because of tax benefits, for example, or that the 
organisation's mission simply supports and solves a problem faced by the donor himself. The 
penultimate factor are the characteristics of the beneficiaries. This means who benefits through 
receiving the donors' money. In this case people rather affiliate themselves to issues that evoke 
emotions, such as touching images of children.  

The last factor are the future interests, by which is meant what the donor can obtain in order to 
commit himself to the goals of the organisation in the long term, such as access to clubs or 
communities. Research has shown that the first four factors are the most important reasons why 
donors would support a charity. 

Another issue to consider are the reasons why donors would stop giving or simply do not want 
to support the organisation. These pitfalls must certainly be kept in mind in order to maintain 
sustainable fundraising through individuals. The most common reason why donors stop 
supporting a certain cause is because they do not see how their donation is being used to 
achieve the mission of the organisation. In addition, many drop out when there are no multiple 
communication channels to engage donors in the non-profit's mission. The reasons why donors 
would simply not be interested are based on disbelief that the non-profit can make a difference, 
or the donor simply does not have trust in the organisation itself. Furthermore, several people 
also believe it is more useful by supporting an organisation through volunteering or donating 
goods and services (Global Trends in Giving, 2018). 

Corporate supporters 

The motivation for companies to support non-profits and other organisations in a financial or 
non-financial way is completely different from that for individuals. As the Sustainable 
Development Goals of the UN become increasingly important, more and more companies are 
starting to partner with various organisations. According to CAF (2018), the main reasons why 
companies are partnering with organisations are: to improve the reputation and credibility of the 
organisation, have a long-term impact through a sustainable strategy, and the contacts 
established which leads to access to people and knowledge. 
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Through pressure of many institutions towards increasing corporate responsibility within 
companies, among others through the Sustainable Development Goals, more and more 
companies have started to engage with a corporate social responsibility strategy. Below is a 
schematic overview of the process of developing corporate social responsibility within a 
company.  

Figure 2. Development of  CSR strategy  
Source: Laine, 2018. Drivers of Global Corporate Social Responsibility and its Effect on Global Brand Reputation.  

Companies will support organisations and target their business towards social responsibility 
based not only on legal responsibility, but also by their own moral and ethical beliefs in the 
mission of the supported organisation.  

In doing so, they must take their own stakeholders into account. These consist of both their 
internal factors and external factors. Internal factors include employees, managers and 
shareholders. According to Vogel (2006), many employees would work for certain companies 
based on their sustainability factor. In addition, the company itself can reduce costs, since some 
employees are willing to receive lower salaries if the company applies an attractive CSR 
approach. With regard to investors, this group is beginning to consider the sustainability factor of 
a company they are investing in, as these stocks are improving in performance on the stock 
market. The external factors are the customers themselves, suppliers, competitors, and the 
pressure from society and government as mentioned above. Customers are becoming more 
and more environmentally conscious and therefore start to look at the sustainability factor while 
choosing their products. CSR can also be used as a differentiation strategy to sustain a 
competitive advantage (Österman, 2014). Suppliers are also concerned with their own reputation 
and therefore carefully choose their partners. 

Together, these factors would lead to the development of a corporate social responsibility 
strategy for the company that best fits the characteristics of their vision. This strategy then 
results in obtaining benefits for the company itself. These are mainly aimed at obtaining a good 
reputation, where in the long term financial benefits would play a role, such as the increase in 
customers and tax benefits, also the ethical aspect of managers by helping the environment 
remains a non-financial benefit.  

However, companies should be careful not to market their CSR strategy excessively, this might 
result in stakeholders connecting this approach with dishonesty of the company (also referred 
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to as greenwashing) as they spend more money to promote their environmental responsibility 
than actually make a difference (Laine, 2018). 

2.2 Building credibility through brand development  

Due to the increasing number of organisations joining the charity sector each year, it is 
becoming more and more important for these organisations to respond to this competition by 
adopting commercial branding techniques, such as in the profit sector (Stride & Lee, 2010). 
Furthermore, factors such as worsening economies and a decline in direct government and 
donation support due to the fierce competition between non-profits, results in challenges to 
achieve their mission and goals. Therefore, it is necessary to implement a wide range of 
marketing activities and concepts of the profit sector within the non-profit sector (Apaydın, 2011). 

The development of a strong brand of a non-profit company can be seen as an asset that can 
be used to deliver benefits, not only in the short term, but also in the future (Keller et al., 2011). 
Developing a successful brand can help the non-profit organisation to distinguish itself from its 
competitors (Apaydın, 2011). This implies that the organisation is able to acquire more resources, 
and thus more support from the donors (Kylander & Stone, 2012). Furthermore, a strong brand 
results in an increasing positive reputation that builds donor trust, making it easier for the non-
profit to achieve its objectives (Ewing & Napoli, 2005).  

The characteristics of a strong brand consist of the brand's strength in the local market, but at 
the same time with brand awareness on a global level. In addition, the consistent positioning of 
the organisation world-wide is of great importance. Thirdly, an emotional appeal to stakeholders 
based on universally shared values is essential. Fourthly, the leaders of the organisation must 
also be known for their integrity and trust. Finally, the activities of the organisation globally and 
the brand identity itself must represent the overall mission of the non-profit (Quelch & Laidler-
Kylander 2006).  

The role of a global non-profit brand consists of three major elements. First, the brand has to 
defend the mission of the non-profit in general. The mission of non-profits are the reason for 
their existence and must be clearly communicated towards the target group of the organisation. 
The mission creates trust and helps define the organisational boundaries which also results in 
the creation of motivation among staff and the evaluation of the non-profit's performance. 
Secondly, a non-profit must create trust with their brand towards their supporters. This is easier 
to achieve in the for-profit sector since customers can immediately assess whether the product 
is good when purchasing it. However, in non-profit organisations this is not possible, instead they 
have to establish trust amongst their 'customers' and thus supporters as those cannot 
immediately perceive the result of the shared value through their donations.  Finally, the 
challenge for non-profit organisations is to take multiple stakeholders into account. These can 
be divided into six groups: individual donors, institutional donors, employees, volunteers, 
beneficiaries (the supported projects) and potential partners.  

These elements of a global successful brand are shown graphically in the figure 3 below. 
Furthermore, the organisation and its brand must try to embrace with their global brand 
establishment, three evolving objectives; these are the realisation of the increase in fundraising, 
ensuring that the mission of the organisation is realised and enabling the scope of the 
organisation to expand in the future (Laidler-Kylander, et al., 2007) 
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Figure 3. Elements of a global non-profit brand and their objectives 
Source: Laidler-Kylaner, Quelch & Simonin, 2007. Building an Valuing Global Brand in the Nonprofit Sector. 

2.3 Communication channels 

The importance of using different communication channels is increasing within the non-profit 
sector, in order to keep existing and potential supports interested. Leroux-Miller (2018) describes 
in her non-profit marketing guide different communication marketing strategies that most 
effective non-profit organisations use. These strategies are often combined within the 
organisations.  

1. Permission-Based Marketing: This involves sharing content with certain people who are 
connected to the non-profit by registering to receive specific information through, for 
example, membership methods. 

2. Unsolicited Direct Response Marketing: This is the use of mails etc. to reach people who 
would be potentially interested in the organisation. 

3. General Advertising: These are classic marketing strategies such as using flyers, social 
media advertisements, and billboards to reach a general audience rather than specific 
individuals.  

4. Content Marketing. The method of attracting people by drawing their interest by distributing 
content that specifically appeals to them.  

5. Event Marketing: By promoting your organisation on different events about what you do 
specifically and making different stakeholders interested.  

6. Search Marketing: This is the use of search engines listings to make your organisation easy 
to find by possible supporters. 

7. Word of Mouth Marketing: This is the use of testimonials and recommendations from people 
to share with others.  

8. Influence or Ambassador Marketing: The use of specific people to attract other individuals or 
companies to support your organisation.  

9. Partner Marketing: This is the use of other organisations to promote your mission in different 
ways.  

10. Peer-to-Peer Marketing: Using volunteers on a large scale to proclaim the mission of the 
organisation.  

11. Relationship Marketing: Focusing on developing a long-term and loyal relationship with your 
supporter. This can be encouraged with various membership programs.  
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Today, the use of Social Media is of great importance for multiple organisations. The Global 
Trends in Giving Report (2018) researched by Nonprofit Tech for Good indicates that with 29%, 
social media is the most inspiring tool for potential supporters to donate. The channels that 
inspires most people to donors are Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. As a result, non-profit 
organisations certainly need to focus on these channels in order to attract potential supporters. 

The use of social media by non-profit organisations brings numerous benefits (Govette, 2014). 
The non-financial benefits that mainly result from usage of social media include access to a 
global audience, continuous feedback and increased brand presence online. The non-financial 
benefits automatically generate financial benefits as well. Using social media to create 
communication, visibility and relationship building is a relatively inexpensive way and time-
saving (Appleby, 2016). Furthermore, a younger audience of potential supporters can be 
attracted by the use of this platform (Saxton, 2013).  

Appleby (2016) advises that the use of social media as a strategy within the organisation should 
consist of several components. The organisation should focus on creating a social media 
strategy. This means that the organisation needs to think about which audiences they want to 
attract and what the organisation aims to achieve with this communication. Secondly, the 
organisation needs to use the social media channels for relationship building and engagement. 
Regular provision of interesting content and online dialogues plays an important role in 
achieving these objectives. As a result of the social media strategy, the organisation must also 
maintain a constituent centred perspective and focus on using their social media channels to 
target their key audience groups. Social media communication of non-profits must also focus on 
the use of storytelling and visual communication, so potential supporters will feel more 
addressed to the mission of the organisation. 

2.4 Sources of funds 

Funding is an integral aspect for any organisation, and when it comes to a not for profit, it 
becomes the key. Financing of this sector has evolved over the years and is still facing drastic 
changes and transformation ranging from mature traditional techniques including government 
funding to the recently born and still growing, social entrepreneurship. The emerging sources 
include corporate partnerships, corporate integration, cause marketing and social enterprising, 
among other. Today, most organisations are moving towards such sources as they are very 
attractive in terms of both viability and sustainability, but they have one aspect which keeps 
some mature organisations away from it, commercialisation. Nicola Banks and David Hulme 
from University of Manchester have pointed on legitimacy of NGO’s and discussed how they 
have become extensively donor dependent and service providing entities (Banks et. al, 2012). 
They are not the only ones pointing this out, perhaps, Gregory Dees (1998) in “Enterprising Non-
profits” also focuses on this aspect. “The rising tide of commercialisation” he says, takes away a 
non profit from its social mission just like a tail wagging a dog (Dees, J., 1998). It can be easily 
concluded that the mission and goal of an organisation can be fulfilled only with “enough 
financial support” (Weisbrod, 2000) and hence to take balanced advantage of commercialisation 
while avoiding its pitfalls, non profit leaders need to “craft their strategies” carefully (Dees, J., 
1998). The following are majorly and exclusively identified categories of donors for non-profit 
organisations (Boyson, 2001): 
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I. Internal Sources 

II. External Sources  

A. Social upliftment and environment conservation 

1. Official development agencies 

2. United Nations agencies 

3. Multilateral development banks 

4. Government sources 

B. Community oriented 

5. International foundations 

6. International non-governmental organisations 

7. Religious organisations and church-based organisations 

8. Local independent foundations and trusts 

9. Individuals 

C. Credibility, CSR and reputation 

10. Global corporations 

11. Local businesses 

12. Community foundations 

13. Service clubs and membership associations 

14. Individuals 

*Classification on the basis of different levels of accessibility, impact, needs and benefits and 
adapted for Shoal operating model. 

2.5 Corporate collaborations 

“Philanthropy is the smallest component of financing in most countries, and earned income is 
the main source of growth in revenues” (Phillips et. al, 2010). Phillips in ‘Policy and Society’ 
journal has pointed out the above two important trends in financing of the third sector, while 
corporate financing with strong partnerships is another trend growing very quickly, with potential 
of sustained and consistent funding (C&E Advisory Services, 2012). Corporate partnerships 
hence become the major focus for this project with immense potential. Fund raising via this 
channel has evolved over years, but unlike technology the evolution has not gone obsolete, 
rather every step in this evolutions still exists in large numbers. The following are the stages of 
the corporate funding process: 

1. Philanthropy/funding: This stage is said to happen when corporations simply pay a NGO/ 
NPO or any such organisation working for community/environment well being. The 
donations as well the organisations lying under this stage can have significant variations 
(Mollina-Gallart, 2014). The donors in this stage generally lie under CSR 1.0 organisations1 

which is the “CSR age or marketing” (Baeten, 2019).  
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2. Transformative Partnerships: This stage is generally tied up to organisations lying under 
CSR 2.0 model, which is the CSR age of management also called strategic CSR. This 
happens when corporates move beyond philanthropy and integrate sustainability into their 

core business activities(Visser, W., 2010). One such example is that of Cisco Systems’ 
Networking Academy  which shows how strong association can “exist between a company’s 

philanthropic strategy, its competitive context, and social benefits” (Porter et. Al, 2002). 

3. Integrative Partnerships: The organisations under this stage lie under CSR 3.0 model, which 
is CSR age of responsibility (Baeten, 2019). This happens when corporates take responsibility 
of their action and are sometimes even ready to campaign against their own industrial action. 
Such ‘Partnerships’ have a very high strategic value as well as level of engagement. The Tata 
group exemplifies CSR 3.0, rather beyond. Trusts and charities hold 66% of this corporation 
who are heavily dedicated towards community upliftment, education, climate change and 
many other social aspects2 (tata.com). 

This conceptualisation of such different relations allows collaborators to locate their relationship 
and rank it “on the continuum as a basis for discussing what type of relationship they have, how 
it is evolving, and where they want it to go” (Austin, 2000). Hence knowing which partner lies 
where in the continuum is important for strategic and sustainable growth of the partnership. 
Following is the Collaboration Continuum as suggested by Austin (Table 1: Collaboration 
Continuum). 

Table 1: Collaboration Continuum 
Source: Austin, 2000, p.5 

There are four imperative needs for a successful and sustainable NGO-corporate collaboration: 
Valuable resources and skills, Organisational structure, State of the local market and Local 
Infrastructure. Of these, the first two focus on internal issues of a collaboration while the other 
two focus on external issues (Dahan et al., 2010). 

1. Valuable resources and skills: The corporation and the NGO should clearly identify what 
the other has the capability to deliver. Identifying all potential skills is very important to 
discover new ideas, business models, reducing the risks of imitation and increase the 
viability and success of the collaboration. 

TABLE: COLLABORATION CONTINUUM

Nature of Relationship Stage I 
(Philanthropic)

Stage II  
(Transactional)

Stage III 
(Integrative)

Level of engagement Low =>          =>           => High

Importance to mission Peripheral =>          =>           => Central

Magnitude of resources Small =>          =>           => Big

Scope of activities Narrow =>          =>           => Broad

Interaction level Infrequent =>          =>           => Intensive

Managerial complexity Simple =>          =>           => Complex

Strategic value Minor =>          =>           => Major
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2. Organisational Culture: Vision, mission and goals of all the parties in the collaboration must 
coincide which can otherwise lead to governance issues and multiple direction problems 
and hence failing the collaboration. There are various real life examples of collaborations 
failing due to lack of co-operation among the participants. 

3. Local Conditions: Firms must take an extra step to move beyond their core offerings and 
commit to orchestrate a larger range of activities. Local businesses, organisations and 
infrastructure must be supported to realise the cross country benefits. 

4. Local infrastructure: Understanding the local conditions which are unique a market and a 
collaboration in utterly important.The dynamics of the local environment always different 
from another environment. The local environment includes producers, consumers, demand 
variations, needs and wants as well as market structure (Dahan et al., 2010). 

Figure 4: Firm-NGO Collaborations success essentials 
Source: Dahan et. al, 2010, Corporate-NGO business models in developing countries: risks and recommendations. 

Advantages to Corporates 

“Cemex3 reduced self-construction time by 60% and costs by 35% and Patrimonio Hoy 
developed a low-income financing program. By 2008, the partnership had benefited more than 
200,000 Mexican families and expanded into Colombia, Venezuela, Nicaragua and Costa 
Rica”(Dahan et. al, 2010, Firm/NGO contributions to product R&D, Paragraph 2)(Further reading: 
Segel, 2004). This example shows how integrative and transformative collaborations advantage 
all the parties.  

NGO’s get better publicity, wider network and of course secure funding, but what do corporates 
get in this process? Benefits to corporates can be divided as follows (Cowe R., 2004). 

1. Social benefits: The Edelman Trust Barometer brings out, as Jennifer Cohan, President, 
Edelman New York says, brings out the “world’s most comprehensive study of trust” (Forbes, 
2020, Paragraph 2). According to The Edelman Trust Barometer 2020  there is no institution 
that can be seen as both ethical and competent (Edelman, 2020). On the graph of 
dimensions of trust, competence and ethical score are valued where business score 
negative 2 on ethical conduct while NGO’s score positive 12, being the highest of all the 
institutions. This directly points that businesses can better their ratings easily be 
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collaborating with NGO’s. Social benefits include: 
a) Reputation                                 b) Credibility                                         c) Employee Satisfaction. 

Reputation and credibility are the key for sustained stakeholders and primary operations as 
they are becoming more and more important for both customers and investors (Heap, 2000). 

“It was recently suggested to Shell which was involved with the Brent Spar and Nigerian issues, 
that if Greenpeace had not existed Shell would have had to invent it. It did not disagree. Social 
competition is much like market competition in concept.” (Marsden and Andriof, 1998, p.348) 

2. Economic Benefits: Socially networked corporations outperform which the corporates play 
the lone wolf strategy in the long run in terms of market-based performance (Heap, 1998). 
Better understanding of local and specialised markets is a major asset offered by 
organisations to corporates. “Given NGOs' expertise in language, local issues and contact 
facilitation, this is surely an area which could lead to private sector engagement, especially 
with TNCs moving into a new market or seeking advice on the impact of a local factory in 
their supply chain” (Heap, 1998, Pg. 22). 

For long term financial sustainability, NGO collaborations combined with social benefits keep 
the stakeholders intact and companies motives in place. Such collaborations can benefit a 
firm in the its financial sustainability, marketing and brand recognition and gives them access 
to new markets (Damlamian, 2006; Heap, 1998). 

3. Knowledge: Knowledge includes expertise in local issues, understanding of local market 
and human resource development. Staff volunteering and involving human resource of a an 
organisation in its CSR activities boosts employee morale, reduced employee turnover and 
increases its productivity in the long run. Good and positive reputation helps retain the 
human resource, sharpen their skills and improves team co-ordination (Heap, 1998). 

Drawbacks of corporate collaborations 

It is clear from the literature that collaborations have immense potential for growth and provide 
a pool of opportunities for both “for profit and non-profit” organisations (Falkenberg and Peloza, 
2000, Pg.95; Andreasen, 1996, paragraph 5). There is always more to this than what meets the 
eye. Here is a story, a toys manufacturer and a child-welfare organisation meet at a random 
event. Child-welfare organisation shares her problem of lack of funding for awareness 
programmes and the CEO discusses the corporate’s need of bettering their public image. Both 
of them get into a contract for cause marketing of child welfare awareness programme. Few 
weeks into the partnership, the media and the non-profit find out corporate’s involvement in 
unethical practices which severely damages rapport and credibility. Moral of the story: “It takes a 
strategist to survive a marketing alliance” (Andreasen, 1996, paragraph 1). Following are the 
drawbacks of corporate-NGO partnerships: 

1. Choice of partner: McNeil, a Johnson & Johnson subsidiary in 1996 had agreed to settle 
possible lawsuits by paying $1.96 million. This all goes back to McNeil selling a controversial 
line of pain relievers in association with Arthritis foundation under the name Arthritis 
Foundation Pain Relievers for which the foundation gets $1 million every year for research 
purpose (A foundation’s costly lesson, 28 October 1996). A lesson well learnt here is of 
selecting a wrong partner can make an organisation loose credibility than giving brand 
awareness. 
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2. Greenwashing: Although a very thin line marks the difference between greening of business 
and greenwashing, it is a major element to keep in mind while establishing corporate 
partnerships. There is no single accepted definition of greenwashing but one of the most 
wisely used is given by   which is described as a “selective disclosure of positive information 

about a company’s environmental or social performance, without full disclosure or negative 

information on these dimensions, so as to create an overly positive corporate image” (Lyon and 
Maxwell, 2011, p.9). In 2003, Royal Caribbean, a luxury cruising brand advertised their waste-
water treatment systems as a sign of “environmental progressiveness” while it turned out 
that such systems were installed, among its fleet of 26 ships, only in 3 ships. These ships, as 
turns out, were also falling under Alaskan strict environmental laws and hence required such 
minimum environmental systems. (Poret, 2014, p.9). 

3. Exclusivity: The primary motivation behind a donation should, generally, not be attached to 
any strings or expectations (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, Donation) while in contrast the 
“reputation and credibility” and “access to people and contacts” are the top reasons why 
“companies and NGO’s engage in partnerships” according to widely trusted C&E Corporate-
NGO Partnerships barometer (2017). At first, Rolf C. Hagen Group, Canada was not willing to 
partner with Coral Restoration Foundation because their competitor JBL was already in 
partner with the organisation (Marquis and Nadon, personal interview, 29 May 2020). 

4. Governance: With the corporates getting deeper and deeper involved in the daily 
operations of NGO’s, there are possibilities that the decision making power is gradually 
influenced by an entity which does not have the same goal as the NGO. This has the power 
to easily divert the goal, strategy and motivation behind the existence of the organisation. 
Very well concluded by publication, NGO and company partnerships for inclusive business “A 
solid governance structure…(and) management functions should be exercised in a way that 
is strong enough to keep partners focused on their key objectives, but flexible enough to 
adapt to new situations” (Menden, Vleuten, Pirzer, Blomberg (2019), p.54, section 3.3). 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

The literature study has identified the main issues that need to be taken into account in order to 
build a successful fundraising strategy. This section will describe the methodology chosen and 
applied to collect information in order to develop the most suitable financial strategy for Shoal. 

3.1 Benchmarking of Shoal’s future prospects 

The methodology selected to examine what the different elements of a suitable financial 
strategy for Shoal should be, is primarily a qualitative case study method. The cases will be 
analysed depending on the different characteristics Shoal currently possesses and how it wants 
to evolve in the near and distant future. Therefore, benchmarking Shoal with their characteristics 
will be used to select the cases.  

1. Shoal focuses on the conservation of freshwater ecosystems and hence the focus of the 
case studies is limited to environment and biodiversity conservation organisations. 

2. Shoal aims to grow into a global platform for freshwater conservation by attracting support 
and donations from across the globe, unlike most other freshwater conservation 
programmes which aim at local conservation. 

3. Other than financial support, educating and raising awareness about the issues and need 

for freshwater species conservation is also a part of Shoal’s strategic plan. Due to the lack of 

attention towards freshwater conservation, awareness is a key factor that Shoal wants to 
achieve in the future. Through this recognition Shoal aims to achieve their mission of 
conserving and recovering freshwater species by attracting funding, expertise and 
knowledge.   

4. The key to expertise and knowledge lies in partnerships with other organisations, 
institutions and corporations in the field of conservation.  

5. Donations involve two major types of donors, that is, individuals and entities. Individual 
fundraising involves raising awareness to make them realise the need and hence attracting 
individual support. Therefore, during the research of the cases, the focus will also be laid on 
what are the best ways to attract individual supporters, which mechanisms are most 
successful and how to keep the individual supporters interested by offering them loyalty 
program like memberships.  

6. The best practices for sustainable corporate partnerships is a major research question. 
Shoal wants to become a global platform where all corporations that feel some affinity with 
Shoal's mission and vision are encouraged to enter into partnerships. Some questions 
include How should these partnerships best be set up? What benefits should these 
partnerships create for both Shoal and the corporate? How to tackle the issue of exclusivity 
needs of corporates? 

Hence the aim of the study will be on financing methods for a global freshwater species 
conservation platform which creates awareness and ultimately gathers support, financial and/or 
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otherwise from both individuals and entities with a major focus on corporates collaborations. 
Organisations that excel in one or more of these aspects will be analysed in order to trigger 
solutions that can help Shoal achieve its ultimate goal.  

3.2 Case study design 

The case study method was chosen, since by analysing other NGOs and NPOs that have a 
successful financing strategy, it is possible to analyse which specific methods within that 
financial strategy are successful and which Shoal could also use in the future. The chosen 
method allows an in-depth, multi-faceted exploration of complex issues in their real-life setting 
(Crowe, Cresswell, Robertson, Huby, Avery & Sheikh, 2011).  

According to Yin (2009) there are four case study design types represented by the matrix in 
table 2. The chosen case study method within this paper is the multiple embedded design. 

Table 2. Case study matrix 
Surce: How to... undertake case study research | Emerald Publishing. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://
www.emeraldgrouppublishing.com/archived/research/guides/methods/case_study.htm 

The development of a suitable financial strategy for Shoal should be researched by analysing 
multiple organisations, in which one or more elements of financial strategies within those 
organisations will be extensively assessed in order to develop a better understanding of the 
phenomena.  Consequently, the combination of the multiple and embedded design seems to 
be the most useful for this study. The single case study design is not sufficient to collect 
adequate data, nor are we looking for one specific scenario in this study, which also excludes 
the holistic design. The graphical representation of the different case study designs, according 
to Ying is illustrated below. 

  

Figure 5: Case study designs  
Source: Retrieved from Case Study Research for Business, J. Dawes Farquhar, 2012 

A frequently asked question within case studies, is how many cases should be investigated? 
However, there is a lot of controversy about this amongst researchers. According to Yin (2009) 
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there is no theoretical solution. Obtaining enough information and its saturation after having 
collected enough cases, should automatically give the researchers an answer to this question. 
The manner in which the exact cases were selected in this study will be discussed in the next 
chapter. 

Besides the case study research, a limited list of personal interviews were conducted for certain 
aspects of developing Shoal's all-round financial strategy. An in-dept research within corporate 
packages, based on solely secondary data, was not evident as many organisations do not 
disclose the details of required data and hence interview with experts in related field gave us 
primary data and expert view. The chosen experts were mainly based on their experiences 
within companies, non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and non-profits with regard to 
establishing corporate partnerships and the issues involved. However, the search for suitable 
experts was not evident, which is why the range of the sample was taken quite large. Contacts 
were made through Vlerick Alumni, personal contacts and contacts of Shoal. The insights of the 
people that replied and were willing to conduct an interview are summarised in appendix and 
the questionnaire established for certain experts, that were willing to answer only by this 
method can be found in Appendix 3.   

3.3 Characteristics of selected cases 

By keeping in mind characteristics mentioned in section 3.1, case studies were selected of 16 
different organisations. The selected organisations were then passed through the following 
indicators which gives general information of the organisation, on the basis of which its basic 
operations, working, impact and scope can be assessed. The information is combined in the 
general dashboard of selected companies, which can be easily used to compare the selected 
institutions. 

1. The selected case is examined on its relative age as new or old. Shoal came into existence 
in 2018, and therefore before taking into account, any successful financial strategy 
implacable for Shoal, it is important to consider the age of the organisation based on its 
establishment year. 

2. As mentioned in section 3.1, the scope of the study is limited to environment and biodiversity 
conservation organisation because the fundraising strategy of these cases can be better 
compared with that of Shoal. 

3. The Charity Navigator Rating will be examined. Charity Navigator is a U.S. based, largest 
independent and the most widely accepted charity evaluator. The rating is based on the 

organisation’s financial health, their accountability & transparency. By using this rating an 

objective score can be given to the analysed organisation (www.charitynavigator.org/).  
Note: Charity Navigator rates organisations based in USA who are filing document 990 (Tax 
return document) since consecutively 7 years and have at least US$ 1 million in donations. 

4. Subsequently, the chosen organisations are reviewed for their market focus, global or 
domestic. An organisation is considered global organisation only when it satisfies any one or 
more of the following criteria:  

a. Execute or implement projects in multiple countries  

b. Grant or finance projects in multiple countries 

c. Have a subsidiary organisation in another country 
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d. Have legal office in multiple countries 

e. Other kinds of direct impact (financial or non-financial) in multiple countries 

5. The subsequent indicator is based on the success of the organisation in the area of 
individual funding. For instance, research will be performed into whether the investigated 
organisation is involved in the use of innovative ways to attract individual supporters. Non-
financial support methods will also be researched within these certain organisations.  

6. To dive deeper and get a tangible number on brand awareness and organisation reach, 
number of social media followers will be assessed. For this, the three most widely used and 
appropriate for this topic, applications will be considered. Accounts of all the selected 
organisations on all of the following social media accounts will be assessed and the highest 

of all the them will be taken as “social media followers”: 

a. Facebook page followers 

b. Instagram followers 

c. Twitter followers 

7. For assessing the corporate support, organisation’s policy on corporate memberships will 

be examined. This will be assessed on the basis of available membership levels on annual 

report, website or any other related document. If not, ‘not available’ will be marked due to 

insufficient resources. 

8. On the same note on corporate support, integrative collaborations between companies 
and the organisation is another aspect. Some cases will further explore innovative ways for 
corporate engagement with the mission of the organisation besides sole focus on financial 
support. 

The cases analysed below are examined based on the possession of one and mainly several of 
these elements that characterise a successful non-governmental organisation or non-profit 
organisation. The analysis of the cases will be done on the basis of a thorough analysis of their 
website, annual reports, financial reports, impact records, available articles or any other related 
document which could be availed from a trusted and reliable source. 

3.4 The right framework to analyse the case 

The analysis of the chosen organisations based on the characteristics described above is 
performed according to their competitive advantage and therefore the manner in which they 
realise the mission of the organisation in the best possible way. As a result, the analysis will be 
based on a strategic framework, which makes it possible to easily compare the tactics used by 
the organisations to build a successful financial strategy. 

1. Porter’s five forces: One of the best-known frameworks to measure the competitiveness of 
an organisation is Porter's Five Forces framework (Bruijl, 2018). Although a very appropriate 
framework designed solely for NGO market entry, it primarily focuses on the competitive 
environment of the organisation. This study investigates the competitive tactics of the 
specific case used in order to develop a successful strategy. Therefore, this well-known 
framework does not seem to be an ideal analysis tool for the chosen cases. 
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Figure 6: Porters five forces in the NGO sector 
Source: Schwenger, Daniel, Thomas Straub, and Stefano Borzillo. "Non-governmental Organisations: Strategic 
Management for a Competitive World."  

2. SWOT Analysis: This is a very familiar framework for determining an organisation's strategic 
position by analysing its strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (Phadermrod, 
Crower & Wills, 2019). Identifying the strengths are of great importance for this case study to 
extract the best practices in order to develop a successful financial strategy. However, 
external factors such as threats and opportunities are of less importance. Therefore, the 
SWOT analysis appears not to be an ideal framework as well. 

Figure 7. SWOT framework  
Source: Prostko, M. (2018, February 27). Strategies for Unlocking Above Average Returns. Retrieved from https://
www.bts.com/blog/business-insight/strategies-for-unlocking-above-average-returns 

3. VMOST: The next framework that can be used to measure an organisation's competitive 
internal business operations is the VMOST Analysis of Sondhi (1999). This framework can be 
used to analyse the overall strategy and their supporting activities. It indicates that a 
company's vision and mission should be aligned with its objectives and tactics. The analysis 
of the vision and mission of the organisation and whether these are well achieved by 
applying tactics, which represent the certain activities of the organisation, provides a good 
framework to study the different cases in which they achieve their goals by using tactics and 
more specifically their financial strategy tactics. 
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Figure 8. VMOST framework of Sondhi  
Source: Broadhead, B. (2016). What is VMOST. Retrieved from https://brendanbroadhead.wixsite.com/vmost/what-is-
vmost 

4. Resources based view VRIN Model: Barney's Resourced Based View VRIN model (1991) is 
an analysis tool which focuses entirely on the organisation's resources as such and whether 
they give the organisation a competitive advantage (Aithal 2017). With the VRIN model, the 
emphasis lies on investigating whether the organisation's strengths bring a sustainable 
advantage for the future. Resources must be valuable, which indicates possession of 
valuable strengths within the company. Furthermore, these resources must be rare and 
difficult to imitate. This is the only way for the organisation to create a competitive advantage 
in the market. This framework also seems to be quite useful for the analysis of the financial 
strategy of the cases within this study. 

Figure 9: VRIN Framework of Barney 
Source: Gong Y. (2013) Resource-Based Fundamentals. In: Global Operations Strategy. Springer Texts in Business and 
Economics. 

VMVT Framework: A combination of frameworks 

A combination of the VMOST and VRIN framework will be used to analyse the cases. After 
selecting the required aspects of the both the frameworks and tailoring them for the use of this 
research, VMVT Framework is developed (figure 10). VMVT stands for Vision- Mission- Valuable 
strengths-Tactics. This framework easily gives out the best tactics used by an organisation to 
realise its valuable strengths. Valuable Strengths in turn make the mission of the organisation 

successful, which is the “how to” of the vision. Hence, this framework links the tactics of the 

organisation with the vision and hence gives out the reasons for success. The four prospects of 
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the framework are briefly explained below with the example of the Rainforest Trust, a US based 
Non-profit. 

Vision: Vision is the purpose of the organisation. The reason of its formation and the aim of its 
operation. Example: Long-term protection of tropical ecosystems and the wildlife they hold. 

Mission: It denotes how does the organisation plan to achieve the vision. It gives out the basic 
operation of the organisation. Mission: Purchase and protect the most threatened tropical forests, 
saving endangered wildlife through partnerships and community engagement. 

Valuable Strengths: They denote the strengths the organisation possess and uses in order to 
easily achieve its mission. Example: Substantial funding and government support. 

Tactics: They show how the strengths are maintained and what methods are used to achieve 
the mission. Example: Very high level of transparency for individual donors. 

Figure 10: VMVT Framework 
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4. RESULTS 

Research through a list of 73 organisations, which are listed in appendix 1, has resulted in the 
selection of 16 cases, which will be discussed in dept below. Table 3 displays briefly the 
dashboard of the various characteristics discussed in the methodology section. 

The selected organisations will be analysed based on the VMVT-framework discussed above. 
Especially the analysis of the tactics used by each organisation to accomplish their mission is for 
this study of big interest as these will later be reflected on Shoal to determine whether these 
could be of value for the development of the financial strategy. The information presented in 
each case below is primarily obtained by public documents such as the organisation's website, 
financial reports and related material.  

  

LIST OF SELECTED ORGANISATION 

1. Alliance for the great lakes 

2. BirdLife International 

3. Cambridge Conservation Initiative 

4. Conservation International 

5. Coral Restoration Foundation 

6. Devils River Conservancy 

7. National Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF) 

8. Nature Conservancy 

9. Oceana 

10. One Tree Planted 

11. Rainforest Alliance 

12. Rainforest Trust 

13. Sierra Club 

14. Synchronicity Earth 

15. The River Trust 

16. Wetlands International
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1. Alliance for the great lakes 

Vision: The Alliance for the Great Lakes works to protect the Great Lakes for today and 
tomorrow. 

Mission: We involve tens of thousands of people each year in advocacy, volunteering, 
education, and research to ensure the lakes are healthy and safe for all. 

Valuable strengths:  

1. They implement an all-round strategy of protecting the North-American great lakes. 

2. Their mission is tangible, interested supporters can do more than just financially. 

3. The focus on voluntary programmes brings good marketing and cost efficiency. 

Tactics: 

The Alliance for Great Lakes focuses very much on creating a vicious circle community. They do 
this by mobilising ambassadors who promote their mission which also addresses schools. 
Specifically for schools and young potentials they offer interactive and well-designed programs 
to make them aware of the Great Lakes. As a result, the young generations become aware of 
their message and therefore receive a continuous inflow of volunteers. With their 'Adopt-a-
beach' program they focus on creating a community of volunteers. Individuals and businesses 
can join a clean up event of a beach, but can also organise their own event. The latter is 
interesting for companies to send out a positive signal to their employees, competitors and 
surroundings regarding the fact the company also values the lakes. Finally, this Alliance 
organises every year a large benefit event where everyone is welcome to fundraise once again. 
They also leave the organisation of  own fundraising events open to companies.  

2. BirdLife International 

Vision: The BirdLife Partnership wishes to see a world where nature and people live in greater 
harmony, more equitably and sustainably.   

Mission: The BirdLife Partnership strives to conserve birds, their habitats and global biodiversity, 
working with people towards sustainability in the use of natural resources.  

Valuable strengths: 

1. It is a unique partnership which takes global support to local motives. 

2. It expands to more than 100 countries with around 2.5 million members. 

3. They are science driven backing up all actions with scientific reasons. 

4. They give priority to community involvement and also work towards their empowerment. 

Tactics: 

They focus mainly on regional co-operations with NGO’s across the world hence expanding 

their presence. They also establish Bird life regional entities like BirdLife Vietnam and BirdLife 
Cambodia in substantial number of countries. All local entities are managed by BirdLife 
International headquarters which is also responsible for distributing funds to the regional funds 
and partners. 

Their actions for community empowerment involves Local Engagement and Empowerment 
Program (LEEP) program. They consistently work towards developing policies with national and 
international governments such as done in project Western Siem Pang Forest, Cambodia. They 
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offer tools for corporate members for analysing conservation projects and ecosystem service 
assessments. Their innovative approach to funding includes one-time membership fees with 
annual donations and Birdlife species champion which helps solve exclusivity issues partly. 

3. Cambridge Conservation Initiative 

Vision: Secure a sustainable future for biodiversity and society through an effective partnership 
of leaders in research, education, policy and practice. 

Mission: Deliver transformational approaches to understanding and conserving biodiversity and 
the wealth of natural capital it represents. 

Valuable strengths: 

1. Unique Collaboration between 10 organisations that has a focus on research. 

2. Active in research, advisory and awareness in the conservation process and do not perform 
their own ground work, or handle implementation of any kind. 

3. Limited number of practitioners conservation organisation partners and hence ease in 
implementation, growth and grabbing opportunity. 

4. Although low in volume (number) of donors, the value of donations is significant and 
consistent. 

Tactics: 

Backed by University of Cambridge and its world class research, Cambridge conservation 
initiative based in UK focuses majorly on research for new prospects or backing up existing 
projects with research while guiding their scientific road. They possess large donor base from 
the initiation. Example: $10 million endowment from Arcadia Foundation for research (2017). 
Innovative steps by CCI include: the Collaboration Fund” which gives out grants to most 
innovative conservation ideas every year. They also design the curriculum and provide MPhil in 
conservation leadership in association with University of Cambridge. 

4. Conservation International 

Vision: We imagine a healthy, prosperous world in which societies are forever committed to 
caring for and valuing nature, for the long-term benefit of people and all life on Earth. 
Mission: Building upon a strong foundation of science, partnership and field demonstration, 
Conservation International empowers societies to responsibly and sustainably care for nature, 
our global biodiversity, for the well-being of humanity. 

Valuable strengths:  

1. Immense brand awareness and brand value. 

2. Large, experienced and established organisation with stable and substantial finances. 

3. Working with government and empowering them, in return attaining their support. 

Tactics: 

Conservation International is active in almost all angles of conservation including field projects, 
funding protected areas, research and partnering with communities, governments and business. 
They developed various tools for communities and governments to use, for example, Ocean 
health index which gives the user the measure of sustainable use of oceans. It also acts as an 
advisor to various national governments including, Norway, US, Japan and Germany and helps 
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them formulate sound policies with scientific backing. It operates Centre for Environment 
leadership in Business, which, as the name suggests, acts as point for corporates to make their 
operating practices sustainable. Example includes Starbucks and sustainable supply chain. 

CI also uses the process of effective channel funding through which they invest in local 
organisations and entities that keep the potential to find innovative and effective solutions. 

5. Coral Restoration Foundation 

Vision: Coral Restoration Foundation (CRF) is the world's largest non-profit marine-conservation 
organisation dedicated to restoring coral reefs to a healthy state, in Florida and globally. 

Mission: Our core mission is to restore coral reefs, to educate others on the importance of our 
oceans, and to use science to further coral research and coral reef monitoring techniques.  

Valuable strengths: 

1. Coral Restoration Foundation is the world’s most well-known organisation within coral 

restoration actions with transparent communicated achievements. 

2. They put major focus on backing up their projects with science and data technologies and 
have therefore strong partnerships with governments, universities and scientists.  

3. They have very strong partnerships with big companies. 

Tactics: 

By their strong brand name are they able to create partnerships with big companies, universities, 
governments and celebrities. The well-defined package system (appendix X) is appraised by 
their partners for the clarity and structure. The focus on research and education gives many 
opportunities. The well-established educative school programmes with interactive options and 
possibility to internships is of great value for future support. With the 'Coral to Action Student 
Challenge', a competition for the best content, the foundation is able to collect content for free 
but at the same time receive brand recognition by organising a competition. Individual 
supporters are also able to help Coral Restoration foundation by joining different programmes to 
volunteer in ways that brings new data for the foundation, an example is with the OKCoral! app 
which allows people to check for themselves if the coral seems sound and the data is collected 
by the researchers within the organisation and further analysed. In this ways supporters bring 
efficient information into the foundation. Different events to fundraise in their name are also good 
tactics for financial support. 

6. Devils River Conservancy 

Vision: Preserve and protect the Devils River and the lands within its watershed. 
Mission: Promoting the significance of the Devils River and ensuring this uniquely pristine water 
resource remains a natural and scenic treasure for generations of Texans. 

Valuable Strengths: 

1. Active in groundwork, implementation and research with government support. 

2. They back every decision with scientific proof. 

3. Focus on education and awareness. 

4. Very local specific presence (Focus on Devils’ River in certain parts of Texas, USA). 
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5. Small team and hence better and easier governance. 

Tactics: 

Devils River Conservancy is a very small and local but effective NGO which has well defined 
membership programmes for corporates and individuals. Because of their size and scope, they 
are supported by the local government. They focus largely on sponsoring and initiating 
extensive research and advocacy as well as implementation of certain projects.  

Their innovative campaigns including “Water, The consequences?” gathered a decent support 

from environmentalists and local people. 

7. National Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF) 

Vision: Dedicated to sustaining, restoring and enhancing the nation’s fish, wildlife, plants and 

habitats for current and future generations. 
Mission: Innovative public and private partnerships, and by investing financial resources and 
intellectual capital into science-based programs designed to address a conservation and 
achieve measurable outcomes.  

Valuable Strengths: 

1. A government funded and deeply supported organisation. 

2. Large corporate donors provide large substantial philanthropic donations. 

3. Enjoy monopoly over conservation by receiving priority and certain benefits for every project 
over any other NGO. 

4. Immense brand awareness and brand value. 

Tactics: 

National fish and wildlife foundation are a very large government agency established by U.S. 
Congress in 1984 and hence receives immense support (financial and non-financial) and other 
benefits for conducting any project. It focuses on science-based conservation and making sure 
their decisions are backed by scientific study. 
They give out grants to innovative, effective and potential projects through the competitive 
grants program. For fundraising, it matches private dollars with public funds that is, it doubles 
funding of what it gets from private donors through government support. 

8. Nature Conservancy 

Vision: The Nature Conservancy is a global environmental non-profit working to create a world 
where people and nature can thrive. 

Mission: Our mission is to conserve the lands and waters on which all life depends. Our vision is 
a world where the diversity of life thrives, and people act to conserve nature for its own sake and 
its ability to fulfil our needs and enrich our lives. 

Valuable strengths:  

1. They are historically focused on scientific research with huge experts and therefore have 
good connections with governments In order to have Impact on their policies. 

2. They are known for their focus on strong accountability and therefore create lots of trust of 
their supports.  
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Tactics:  

The Nature conservancy has significant impact assisting companies to make their business 
practices more sustainable, however, at the same time, they are very principled and only work 
with companies that meet multiple characteristics to avoid Greenwashing. Within their 
partnerships with companies, they also create the possibility to let them organise their own 
fundraisers and with amazon smile, banks and certain retailers, indirectly encouraging of 
individuals to contribute to the nature conservancy is possible. With regard to individuals, they 
have various unique tactics to encourage them to contribute to the environment. For example, 
they have attractive membership packages, but they also work with the 'calculate your carbon 
footprint app' to increase the awareness of their supporters. Furthermore, their collaboration 
with the charity miles app, the creation for individuals to sponsor in a non-traditional way is 
encouraged, they stimulate Individuals to promote fundraising via social media, which also 
contributes to the creation of brand awareness.  

9. Oceana 

Vision: Oceana seeks to make our oceans as rich, healthy and abundant as they once were. 

Mission: Oceana’s mission is to win policy victories that restore the world’s oceans. 

Valuable strengths:  

1. They are the world's largest organisation with sole focus on oceans with strong focus on 
scientific research of their missions and campaigns. 

2. Global brand awareness well established by strong partnerships with celebrities, foundations 
and companies. 

Tactics:  

Their main focus is to raise awareness by organising expeditions and by the initiative of the 
'Sailors for the Sea' programme (educational programme to let supporters help Oceana to 
achieve their goals. In this way during the expedition content is created for evidence to raise 
awareness. The focus on how to engage individuals is also on non-financial ways to support the 
oceans as for example reducing plastic waste. A unique way for companies and their employees 
to support Oceana is to engage them in donating a small percentage of their payroll to Oceana. 
Besides is the organisation also known for it big events that attract many supporters and 
celebrities. 

10. One Tree Planted 

Vision: Give back to the environment, create a healthier climate, protect biodiversity and help 
reforestation efforts around the world! 

Mission: Make it simple for anyone to help the environment by planting trees! 

Valuable strengths: 

1. Large number of individual donors (46,000+ donors- 2019). 

2. Tangible mission, reforestation, which is discussed regularly in a normal lifecycle. 

3. Their aim supports easy attraction to corporate donors. 

4. Innovative donation models for corporations in return for use of logo and brand name. 
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Tactics: 

They play on the psychological game of small donation, large impact. “One dollar, one tree”. Due 

to this tangible impact they are very successful in converting fundraising from supporters. On 

the individual fundraiser’s part, they are very successful in involving donors on the road to 

reforestation by ambassador program for school and universities.  

For corporate fundraising, they are a go to organisation because of major business fans easily 
linking reforestation to climate change. They also offer employee engagement and initiated 

various challenges like “A million tree challenge” which expects 100 corporates to donate 

10,000 trees each that is US$ 10,000 each. They further offer various other schemes like logo 
and brand name use for donation models like, one tree for on product.  

Their fundraising is highly transparent and involves its donors which gives them a sense of 
togetherness and a real feeling of conservation. Supporters can also choose to sponsor a tree 
planting session in schools and communities. 

11. Rainforest Alliance 

Vision: We envision a world where people and nature thrive in harmony. 

Mission: We are creating a more sustainable world by using social and market forces to protect 
nature and improve the lives of farmers and foresters. 

Valuable strengths: 

1. They are well-known for their all-round approach of achieving their mission by targeting all 
stakeholders and bringing protecting their interests. 

2. The organisation’s most famous work is the development of their environmental certification 
where they get the most revenue from. 

3. The rainforest alliance is a pioneer in sustainable tourism recognition by helping them with 
sustainable practices . 

Tactics: 

The Rainforest Alliance is kwon for their well-renowned certification programme. This is 
established by strong partnerships and transparency trough all stakeholders. They depend on 
external partners for the assessment of the certification programme. Besides does the 
organisation also offers other ways of sponsoring by companies such as transforming their 
business practices to a more sustainable way, sponsoring events and interacting their 
employees. The Rainforest alliance also has different membership levels to attract individuals 
with tailor-made benefits. They offer many interactive school programmes to make children 
aware of the problems in the rainforest, and therefore educating the next generation how to 
help mother nature. Furthermore does the organisation also work together with the touristic 
sector, touristic organisation with the rainforest label can be trusted among tourists for their 
sustainable practises and therefore ecotourism.  

12. Rainforest Trust 

Vision: Long-term protection of tropical ecosystems and the wildlife they hold. 
Mission: Purchase and protect the most threatened tropical forests, saving endangered wildlife 
through partnerships and community engagement. 
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Valuable strengths: 

1. They deeply involve communities on ground level. 

2. 77% donations are from individual donations while 2% is from corporations, hence really 
strong brand image. 

3. Large number of individual donors. 

4. Substantial funding and government support. 

Tactics: 

Rainforest trust is another huge and well reputed organisation with immense brand awareness. 
They depend majorly on individual fundraising which focuses in donor involvement. For such 
involvement they organise Ambassador programmes for students for brand and cause 
awareness and making sure that the 100% of the donations are used for conservation action. 

The offer a very high-level transparency for individual donors which becomes a major reason for 
being able to retain support. They are spread across the glove with subsidiaries in various 
countries like Rainforest Trust UK. Their operating model basically involves purchasing the 
recognised tropical forest areas and providing conservation to it. Hence on innovative front they 

regularly give out “Rapid feasibility awards” to researchers to encourage evaluation of potential 

sites. 

13. Sierra Club 

Vision: Leading in the reclamation and restoration of the world to its natural conditions. 

Mission: To explore, enjoy, and protect the wild places of the earth. To practice and promote the 
responsible use of the earth's ecosystems and resources; 
To educate and enlist humanity to protect and restore the quality of the natural and human 
environment; and to use all lawful means to carry out these objectives. 

Valuable strengths: 

1. Strong history in USA resulting in big brand and therefore able to lobby and win campaigns.  

2. Creation of strong community through unique engagement methods. 

Tactics:  

Sierra club is master in creating a community of supports by organising outdoor activities in all 
kinds of ways. At the same time, it is their volunteers themselves that organise to some extent 
those activities. The organisation creates lots of voluntary programmes, but in contradiction to 
many other organisations, these are distinguished in separate programmes, such as, social 
media voluntary work, graphic design, organising touring guides, writhing articles, etc. In this 
way they provide by using volunteers a cost efficient strategy of sustaining their brand. 
Furthermore does Sierra Club implements tactics of partnerships with companies by promoting 

sustainable companies their products to Sierra club’s supporters and in this way this makes a 

benefit for as well the organisation as the company, examples of these are Amaonsmile, 
Ohmconnect and Solar.   
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14. Synchronicity Earth 

Vision: An Earth in which all life is valued, celebrated and flourishing. 

Mission: We act to address overlooked and underfunded conservation challenges for globally 
threatened species and ecosystems. 

Valuable Strengths: 

1. They support to projects and NGO’s around the globe prioritising on the need and urgency 

of the issue. 

2. Their areas of support involves advancing knowledge, financial support and capacity 
building. 

3. They strive to take integrative and collaborative approach towards conservation. 

Tactics: 

Synchronicity Earth based in UK and UK Host to the Shoal Initiative is a very young and 
motivated team which brings out innovation and new thinking to the ecosystem conversation 
arena. They conduct many innovative programmes like the Regeneration program which has the 
potential to remove exclusivity among sponsors, a very important issue currently faced by most 
conservationists. In financing strategy, the Amphibian and Ape endowment fund offer a new face 
to the future of investing and donating happening at the same place. It aims to multiply the 
donations via investing in the long term (10-20 years) while keeping a regular 10% donation from 
the fund every year. Their innovation and involvement aspect is evident in the “Frogress report” 
which is the progress report for amphibian program. 

15. The River Trust 

Vision: Wild, healthy, natural rivers valued by all. 

Mission: he Rivers Trust helps new, emerging and established rivers trusts by supporting and 
promoting their increasingly important contribution to the environment at a river catchment 
scale. Our natural water resources and ecosystem are under pressure from abstraction, 
pollution, intensive agriculture and climate change. Rivers trusts are countering this by actively 
engaging and working with planners, landowners, farmers and local communities to carry out 
practical improvement projects. 

Valuable strengths:  

1. The Rivers Trust is an umbrella organisations for multiple smaller member trusts and 
therefore can easily attract local supporters, as the different organisations makes the donator 
more personally approached. 

2. They have big database and therefore have strong scientific evidence to sent out trust to 
supporters of their programmes. 

Tactics:  

The Rivers Trusts use multiple ways of collecting data on their rivers by interacting supports to 
provide those, in this way they have a strong scientific backbone of their projects. Corporate 
engagement is differentiated not in packages, but rather in types of support, companies can 
choose to raise awareness, fundraise, make their employees engage in certain programmes or 
support them financially. With the ambassador programmes the focus is mainly put on social 
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media, and therefore good for their brand building. Lastly do they use certain campaign 
methods to raise awareness of certain issues among the rivers within their organisation.  

16. Wetlands International 

Vision: Wetlands are as vital to the planet as rainforests. That is why we are dedicated to their 
conservation and restoration. 

Mission: Understanding and tackling  the underlying causes of wetland loss and damage. Our 
knowledge-base and advocacy enables action to safeguard and restore wetlands, and to use 
them in sustainable ways. 

Valuable strengths: 

1. They undertake scientific knowledge with policy dialogue and apply it on practical projects. 

2. They work with local partners, communities, NGO’s, businesses and governments to 

leverage a significant change in the wetlands scenario. 

3. International presence with very sharp focus on wetlands and support by various national 
and international organisations and governments. 

Tactics: 

Ambassador programmes called specialist group program which allows interested and keen 
students/volunteers to devise an idea or policy. Their partnerships, unlike others, are divided on 
the basis of support level (Financial or otherwise). Example: Program supporters or vision 
supporters. They also focus largely on education, awareness to local communities and general 
public. Other than this, scientifically backing certain projects through their expertise is one of 
their crucial domain they work in. 
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS 

“If you build it, they will come”. Freshwater species are in desperate need of attention and action 
and this group “elicits interest from us all” (Shoal mission and vision, Shoal Initiative). An 
unprecedented initiative like Shoal need similarly innovative solutions. The recommendations 
presented below are either backed by literature, case on point or our intuition. The three 
categories of solutions presented below will be the reasons for existence of Shoal: The Shoal 
Community, Corporate support and Transparency. 
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A. Knitting the Shoal community 

The Shoal community is divided into: 

a. Corporate partners, including all the businesses, small or large, providing monetary or non-
monetary support. Impact supporters are non-monetary corporate supporters like Rolf C. 
Hagen (Canada); 

b. Shoal supporters, including individual supporters and financial or non-financial supporters, 
other than corporate supporters like trusts, foundations and schools; 

c. Strategic Partners, including NGO’s, universities and implementation partners, among others, 
and form the other side of the platform.  

Bringing this community together can make Shoal and its initiative stronger and hence keeping 
a sustained strong relationship is the essence of shoal success. This method would make 
everyone committed to contribute towards the conservation of freshwater species and their 
ecosystems. How will this community stay intact, connected while slowly moving towards its 
goals? 

A.1 Corporate partners: These will be approached in many ways. Firstly, they should be 
approached with corporate packages explained in section B below. As discussed above, 
corporate partners will include monetary and non-monetary corporate contributors. Partners 
who offer huge support to the Shoal Fund will be invited to the advisory board, which has the 
competence to advise Shoal on their future strategy to tackle the freshwater paradox and give 
other recommendations. Corporates can also engage their employees into being more 
sustainable or motivate them to volunteer for Shoal by providing the opportunities given by 
Shoal and its impact partners. Further, like several other organisations under our case studies 
which offer the companies to organise their own fundraising and campaigns. This can be 
beneficial to companies for motivating their employees. Other corporate support options and 
benefits are discussed in section B. 

A.2 Shoal Supporters: This includes Individuals, who have any affinity with freshwater species 
and their ecosystems. The biggest challenge with this group is the medium to reach them. The 
group of individuals interested in freshwater species are so diverse that communication 
channels have to be approached in different ways. As social media is the most far reaching and 
fastest growing channel of communication, Shoal should focus to establishing themselves on 
different social media channels in order to develop a brand name and to reach out to individuals 
in the short term.  

I. Firstly, Shoal should make this group of individuals aware of the challenges surrounding 
freshwater ecosystems. This can be achieved in a cost-efficient way by deploying 
ambassadors and volunteers. Many organisations in our sample, like the Rivers Trust, 
Rainforest Trust, Alliance for the Great Lakes and one tree planted organise ambassador 
and volunteer programs in schools and communities in order gather support of individuals. 

a. By using ambassadors, Shoal can spread their message in several ways without any 
large cost. Ambassadors ,for instance, can commit to Shoal to enhance their social 
media communication, give presentations about Shoal or represent Shoal at various 
events, organise fundraising and so on. In this way, ambassadors can be primarily 
mobilised to spread the Shoal mission and thus make individuals aware, who will 
consequently turn into financial donors.  
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b. Practically all organisations in our sample conduct volunteering programmes. Shoal can 
not only deploy volunteers for practical purposes, but can also deploy volunteers or 
interns for specific objectives. Sierra Club for instance offers various volunteer positions, 
involving of writing blogs, handling social media channels, developing marketing 
materials by a graphic design volunteer program and much more. This allows Shoal to 
create awareness among individuals and turn them into financial sponsors, without any 
large cost in the immediate term. 

c. Shoal can also make individuals aware by approaching schools through ambassadors 
and volunteers. Schools today are bursting with the generation who is becoming 
increasingly aware of environmental issues that threaten this planet. By offering 
interactive classes and programs, both online and at school, fundraising can be 
achieved from these institutions and the generation to come. Most of the organisations 
in our sample are involved in offering interactive programmes within schools as well. 

II. Once individuals have become aware of Shoal’s mission through efforts of ambassadors, 
volunteers and school programmes, they can be addressed to support Shoal on both a 
non-financial as financial way.  

Gathering support from individuals in a non-financial way, is best achieved by making them 
aware of their day to day practices in which they can be more sustainable. Many 
organisations offer on their websites a list of ways in which individuals can contribute non-
financially to their mission by volunteering or making their daily practices more sustainable.  

Approaching individuals in a financial way, can be done in different ways. 

a) Direct financing methods such as memberships and one-time donations can be 
established. Transparency and involvement play a very important role here. Individuals 
prefer to know how and where is their contribution being used. One effective way to do 
this is to make the impact of the contribution tangible. For example, a one dollar, one tree 
(NGO One tree planted).  

Benefits of individual memberships: Contribution should bring attractive benefits for 
individuals. They should often be informed with regular updates of the project, receive 
newspapers, potentially receive discounts on certain products or events and tickets.  

b) Indirect financing includes partnership with fundraising platforms. Many organisations 
work together with AmazonSmile which allows you to sponsor your preferred 
organisation while buying products from the website. Another way is to partner with 
companies who pay a certain amount for every product sold. Example: Donating miles to 
a charity by using charity miles app (The Nature Conservancy). 

We propose that Shoal offers an online platform for any individual member or not, which 
is an extension of the 'the shoal' platform. This allows individuals to connect with each 
other, get updates and hold discussions in groups of interest. This platform is discussed 
in more detail below. 

A.3 Strategic Partners: 

Strategic partners include universities and other NGO’s including implementation partners. 
These partners provide Shoal with expertise, project guidance, project implementation and 
creating awareness for Shoal or freshwater species conservation. 
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a. Partnerships with NGO's and universities adds credibility and transparency of the 
organisation. Supporters expect the projects to be backed with scientific study which 
increases the trust that their money goes to the right cause. Therefore should Shoal try to 
Increasingly collaborate with universities and other organisations. 

b. Partnerships with other non-profit and non-governmental organisations are also part of the 
strategic partners. They provide expertise, support and raise awareness in various ways. 

A.4 THE KNITTING 

This section addresses the challenge of knitting the Shoal community together, that keeping 
them together. For this purpose a basic design of a possible integrative platform is presented, 
which has the capacity to attract any type of organisation, entity or individual. Also, a Blue 
Innovation Fund, for attracting new members and motivating new conservation techniques and 
science should be set up. 

Blue Innovation Fund 

The Blue Innovation fund is supported by the success of Collaborative fund by Cambridge 
conservation initiative. The innovation fund aims at providing expertise and grants to an 
innovative and collaborative idea. The only barriers to the boundless opportunities are capacity 
and funding. Shoal in the medium to long term can develop expertise in both, with its 
immensely vast community. The fund will be governed by a set of individuals, including 
independent members called the Blue Board and will select the selection panel which selects 
the best idea or opportunity according to the set requirements of the Blue Board. 

The two possible ways to develop the Blue Innovation fund are:  

1. Part of the Shoal Fund: The innovation fund can be annually paid a fixed amount or 
percentage from the Shoal fund and hence governed by The Shoal Board. 

2. Few very large donations: The success of this fund requires a very large amount of money to 
successfully back up an idea and reach its motive. Such money can be provided by a few 
very large  monetary donations generally from philanthropic trusts or large corporations. The 
selection panel in this case will include the large donors and governed by the Executive 
director of the Shoal initiative.  

Funding and collaboration are both equally important for implementation of the Blue Innovation 
Fund. Collaborators may include any Shoal individual member, corporate partner, NGO, 
environmental organisation or any other entity or individual who can contribute to the 
collaboration in any financial or non-financial way. Such fund will benefit the freshwater 
conservation by implementing new ideas and exploring the unexplored opportunities.  

Platform 

There is need for the Shoal community to come together, interact and move towards freshwater 
conservation together. Shoal currently runs an online platform called “The Shoal” via its website 
which is meant for the individual supporters to have a “deeper relationship with 
Shoal” (shoalconservation.org, Welcome to the Shoal). This initiative has a great potential  and 
importance because Shoal is not merely a donation platform, rather it believes in everyone 
joining hands and moving together towards the same goal with immense awareness and 
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knowledge. Currently the shoal platform offers to donate to mini-shoal(s), which is similar to the 
“adopt-a-beach” programme by Alliance for the Great Lakes, stream the stream, where the 
latest blogs, science, opinions and news can be found and keep a track of your Shoal(s). 

It majorly follows a one-way communication from the Shoal initiative to the supporters. While 
such communication is important for maintaining reliability and chaos, it hinders the upward 
communication and interaction among the participants. Such interaction has the potential to 
develop a common ground for the supporters, corporates, anglers, conservationists, ecologists, 
non-profit organisations, environmental organisations, firms, aquaria and any other supporter for 
the conservation cause.  

Hence development of such platform where the participants can interact with each other, while 
maintaining the decorum of the Shoal community with privacy of utmost importance will give a 
lot of potential and immense benefits to all the parties: 

1. Developing new ideas: With the Shoal community dialogue between enthusiasts and 
environmentalists, new approach to conservation techniques is bound to take place which 
will can make the conservation more effective and efficient. 

2. Awareness and knowledge: As more and more people will be reached through the platform, 
the more awareness of need of freshwater conservation can be spread. Not only awareness, 
but also reliable information and knowledge will be shared among the community and 
beyond. 

3. Strong movement: The larger the community, the stronger the Shoal, The Shoal-of people, 
community, institutions, corporates and freshwater species. 

4. Business opportunities: Apart from the primary motivation of conservation, businesses get an 
incentive to join the vast community of freshwater supply chain which includes anglers, 
fisheries, aquariums, zoos, pet foods among many others. All community members get 
access to contact other members, while some corporate members get prime access to the 
same with extra benefits. 

Working of the Platform 

The Shoal platform operates in two parts: 

1. The Shoal Peoples’ platform: The people’s platform shall comprise of all the individuals with 
any kind or interest or relation to freshwater ecosystem or aquatic biodiversity in general. 
This platform will offer group interactions without allowing any personal or private 
communication within the participants. The platform will be divided in certain groups like: 1. 
Pet fish group  2. Fish lovers group. 3. The Ecologists  4.Freshwater education groups and 
others.  

An individual can join more than one group but a maximum of 3 groups which will help 
maintain quality content and interaction in all the groups. With this people’s platform, people 
can raise important remarks, share an idea or approach, share their views with the Shoal 
community including the Shoal Initiative. 

The Shoal people’s platform is divided into two categories on the basis of types of access 
granted: 
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a. Prime access: Prime access is available to all individual partners of Shoal. Individual partners 
are those who pay individual membership fees. Peoples’ prime access grants its members 
access to upto 6 groups on the Shoal peoples’ platform and access to all the professional 
profiles of the Shoal Community platform. These benefits are over the benefits of general 
access member. 

b. General access grants its members to join a maximum of 3 groups on the Peoples’ platform, 
blogs, science, news and regular updates on freshwater conservation. 

2. The Shoal Community platform: The community platform shall comprise of all the 
organisations, entities, firms, corporates, other businesses, angling organisations, aquariums, 
zoos, NGO’s, environmental organisations, strategic partners, universities, schools, 
implementors or any other group of individuals which has any relation or interest in 
freshwater ecosystem or aquatic biodiversity in general.  

This platform will focus on personal interactions rather than group interactions to limit 
community advertising and to avoid spamming of Shoal stream. This will allow participants 
to communicate to other members on a personal level using the Shoal interface which will 
allow privacy of the organisation. 

Example 1: And NGO wants to connect to an Ecologist for consultation on a new project. The 
NGO can look for available ecologists on the Shoal Community platform and choose the one 
in the required domain. He can then contact him via the community platform and ask for a 
consultation. 

Example 2: A fishing equipment company wants to increase its market and hence is finding 
angling companies to supply its products. It can look at the Shoal Community platform and 
reach out to angling companies according to their requirements via the community platform 
and propose its pitch. 

The Shoal community platform is divided into two categories on the basis of type of access 
granted: 

a. Prime access: Prime feature would grant a member allowance to post on behalf of the 
corporation/firm with a limit of 6 posts a year on the Shoal Community Platform, conduct a 
survey on the Shoal platform with prior approval of the Shoal team. These benefits are over 
the benefits of general access member. 

b. General access: General access gives a member the benefit to find another member of its 
interest, view its professional profile and contact them via the Shoal platform. It also gives 
access to blogs, news, science and Shoal regular updates on freshwater conservation. 
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B. Corporate Support 

B.1.  Monetary Corporate Packages 

As discussed and noticed, corporate collaborations have become the “go to” for both, NGO’s, for 
funding and corporates, for brand placement and CSR fulfilment, On the same note the Shoal 
initiative has been actively looking towards such collaborations because the industries are not 
only one of the primary reason for freshwater species extinction but also are the primary source 
for potential funding. 

The corporate offerings, also called corporate membership levels, is a document which 
summarises and contains all the requirements and benefits of becoming a corporate member 
from perspective of a company or a firm. As seen in the organisations analysed above, the levels  
generally range from three to ten levels, and fluctuate based on the needs. The membership 
criteria is generally single phase, which is “donation amount”, and hence the more the donation, 
the more benefits for a firm. There are many a times donations that are time bound, which 
means that a pre-decided amount of donations will be paid or a certain criteria for donations will 
be followed for a specified fixed time period. The following section discusses all the corporate 
offerings suitable for Shoal to offer and attractive for companies to accept. 

Shoal Regneration Programme 

The offerings, that is the benefits are exhaustible and hence, grouping them is necessary. This 
entails compromise for higher range contributors who benefit the same as the lower range 
contributors.  
The Shoal Regeneration Programme is hence designed such that the more the contribution, 
the more is the benefit, without any limit. The regeneration program basically follows the model 
of Carbon Offsetting, which is a voluntary project undertaken for the purpose of compensating 
the unavoidable carbon emissions. Such projects are called carbon projects and are guided by 
various decentralised standards. Most of the well-known standards require a carbon project to 
be additional, real, measurable and  trackable (Sanford, 2013). 
The regeneration program aims to quantify the value of freshwater fish or “Frish Credits” in a 
similar way as carbon offset is quantified. The Shoal Initiative would be the centralised authority 
to keep the control, planning and implementation of the programme. 

 
Working of the programme 
The total benefaction a company or a firm makes towards the Shoal Fund is accounted for 
calculating the frish credits. Any amount paid against a specific project is not entailed to be part 
of the firsh credits, which means that the benefactor does not get frish credits for any amount 
which is not for the Shoal Fund. The value of one frish credit is a certain and fixed value for any 
kind and amount of donation or any type of corporate or firm. This value is fixed by the The Shoal 
Initiative. 
For instance, company X, donates $50,000 to the Shoal fund to join the Biome group and the 
value for one frish credit is $100. In this case the company X earns in its Shoal account 500 Frish 
credits. Such frish credits will be accumulated and totalled annually. 

Participants to the programme 

• Any Biome partner. 
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• An ecosystem partner with more than $10,000 contribution. 

• Any corporate partner donating more than $15,000 across 3 consecutive years. 

• Any corporate partner with consecutive 5 years of partnership. 

Use of Credits 

The Frish credits will be reported on an annual basis and published in the annual report, the 
annual Shoal magazine as well as the Shoal website. With the attainment of more than 1,500 
credits in any number of consecutive years the corporate partner has the privilege to become a 
member of the advisory board and upgrade to the Prime platform. Frish credits possess no 
expiry and will be recorded every year even if the collaboration is on a halt. 

Benefits 

• Blue credentials and improved public relations: A corporate can accumulate these blue 
credentials and use them as a way to demonstrate their commitment towards freshwater 
species and nature, in general. 

• CSR requirements: This is smarter way of investing the CSR requirements as there is a 
record of total donations over time summarised in a form of frish credits.  

• Marketing and brand leadership: This gives opportunity to companies and firms to show 
their responsibility towards environment, make a difference together while competing 
each other towards the same goal of freshwater species conservation. 

• Happy stakeholders: Happier and stronger supply chain network because of a transparent 
and reliable record showing entity’s responsibility towards environment  

 
NOTE: Please note that the Frish Credit value of $100 is a speculative value and needs further 
research. 

Transformational Advisory 

Many organisations, including some of the examined cases such as The Nature Conservancy, 
Conservation International, WWF, and many more provide transformational advise to their 
partners to make their business practices green and sustainable. “Advisory on sustainable 
practices” is included under the corporate offerings and is provided to select partners. 

Companies today attach increasing importance to making both their products and operations 
more sustainable, however, they may not always have access to the necessary expertise. Shoal 
can help them with this. By creating a community within Shoal that would include multiple 
experts, economists, universities, etc. Shoal can eventually provide advisory services to their 
partners. In short-term, it is also possible to outsource such consulting to an external analyst 
team. WWF uses both the techniques. Such advisory can be given a mandatory clause in the 
medium to long term future when Shoal builds its brand equity. 

Transforming business is not limited to only making internal operations more sustainable but 
also to communicate the sustainability message to competitors, in the supply chain and 
customers, thereby directly reaching a large group of stakeholders who can have a major 
impact on the environment and consequently fresh water species. Operational details in the 
field of business transformation will not be discussed further in this paper. 
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Such transformations are obviously in Shoal's interest to accomplish their mission of conserving 
freshwater ecosystems. However, bear in mind that this also brings many benefits to the 
companies who take up such advisory through corporate offerings. 

Benefits 

• Meeting the Sustainable Development Goals. These are mentioned several times as a 
benefit for companies in this study. Advisory and business transformation directly supports 
such goals. 

• By demonstrating a blue attitude, the company's reputation will improve towards both 
their partners and customers.  

• Showing a sustainable and green attitude, makes it easier to enter into partnerships, as the 
global mindset is moving towards sustainability. 

• Increased profitability and production. The improved brand equity and the focus on 
achieving SDG's will positively impact the company's existing and new customers. 
Customers are more likely to choose a company with transparent communication and 
marketing about its environmental practices. 

The Shoal Seal 

In the long term, when Shoal has developed sufficient credibility and possess immense 
reliability with a large Shoal community and a well developed Shoal platform, the Shoal initiative 
should aim at leveraging its credibility for the Shoal Certification Seal. A Shoal Seal is a 
certification from Shoal that endorses a company, product or a supply chain for its sustainable 
practice in a required process or supply chain, or any other way as required. The sustainable 
practice will be recommended by the Shoal’s scientific advisors and adopted the  Shoal Board.  

Working of the programme 

Any Biome or Ecosystem partner is eligible for the Shoal Certification Seal. The idea comes from 
Rainforest Alliance Certification programme. Therefore, many assumptions on how Shoal could 
implement such a certificate are based on this case study. Businesses that wish to make use of 
the seal will go through a pre-decided and rigorous assessment progress which can be 
conducted by Shoal Team or outsourced to a Shoal identified external partner. Rainforest uses 
ISEAL alliance and UTZ to provide risk assessment services. Instead of conducting a standard 
procedure, the assessment would be tailor-made and would mainly focus on progress and 
action, thus the road to a sustainable world. 

The entire cost of performing the assessment of the company will be a one-time charge borne 
by the company and is tailored to the required depth assessment, the scale of the business and 
many other elements. As a result, this provides an advantage to Shoal, which has no extra costs 
related with the assessment. 

Benefits 

• It shows the commitment and reputation of the organisation. Consumers increasingly want 
to know where the products they use come from. They want to know whether the 
company's supply chain respects people and nature. The certificate reflects these 
concerns, and consumers can therefore blindly trust that they are making the right choice 
when using products with this seal.  
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• This gives the brand's credibility a boost. In the long term, Shoal will be more and more 
known across the globe and the Shoal seal should be symbol of sustainable practices 
across many companies and customers.  

• By using the seal, the company will contribute to the United nation's sustainable 
development goals. The latter are becoming increasingly important for companies when 
building their corporate social responsibility (CSR) strategy, by using the seal, companies 
will be able to ensure compliance with several of these SDGs.  

• An increase in profits. Since customers will opt for sustainable products more and more in 
the future, products and companies will be chosen more when using such a certificate. 
This improves the profitability of the company in general. 

Together, these benefits of using the Shoal Certificate seal lead to the creation of a competitive 
advantage within the company as it becomes a pioneer and leader in creating a more 
sustainable world for people and nature. 

References to other benefits 

1. Field visits: All corporate partners can organise field visits and volunteering to possible Shoal 
partner conservation sites. Ecosystem partners with contribution of more than $10,000 and 
all biome partners have a special access and an option in choosing the convenient site from 
all the Shoal partner conservation sites. The project funders and ecosystem partners with 
less than $10,000 contribution have access to organising field visits and volunteering days at 
the project site they contribute to. 

2. Media kits: All corporate partners get media kit which may include pictures, videos or any 
other content for social media from the Shoal partner projects. Project partners and 
ecosystem partners get a media kit only from the specific project they donate to, as and if 
available. Biome partners get a media kit with content from all the Shoal partner projects and 
other content generated or bought by Shoal. 

3. Shoal Annual meet: All the Shoal community members including corporates, project 
partners, universities, small business, strategic partners or any other community members is 
invited to a Shoal dinner organised by Shoal, sponsored by any member with approval of the 
Shoal board. This event is organised annually for the community members to meet together 
and have a personal community feeling with Shoal.  

4. Quarterly reporting: The Shoal annual and financial reports are made available to all the 
partners excluding the project partners who get reporting only on the specific sponsored 
project. Quarterly project reporting is made available to Ecosystem sponsor with more than 
$30,000 contribution and any biome partner. 

5. Best donor award: Ecosystem partners with contribution of more than $30,000 and all Biome 
partners are eligible for best donor award which will be given on criteria set by the Shoal 
Team, to corporate partners taking the most sustainable transformational approach.  

6. Social media posts: Shoal shall post on its social media accounts including Shoal community 
platform about the partnership, its evolution and success.  

7. Shoal Magazine: Shoal magazine will include blogs, scientific updates, news and other 
significant publications on freshwater biome. It will also include list of Shoal partners and an 
account of yearly frish credits. 
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8. Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s): Every corporate partner can proudly recognise itself 
as contributor to Sustainable development goals, specifically to goal number 14 that focuses 
on “Life under water” under which targets 14.4, 14.6 and 14.A are important aim for Shoal4. 

9. Project logo: Project logo refers to the logo of the project that the corporate partner 
supports as a project partner or an ecosystem partner. With more than $30,000 project 
specific contribution, the partner gets to use the project logo on its products, website and 
other material. Note; The amount of specific contribution is variable from project to project. 

10. Time frame: Minimum duration for the any contribution larger than $30,000 in any of the 
partner categories is 2 years. This means that the partner needs to promise his annual 
contribution for at least 2 years. This time frame is mandatory only for large contributions to 
maintain the financial stability. Company CSR Policies tend to be revised every 4-5 years and 
to reduce the pressure of a long term commitment, 2 years is chosen as minimum time 
frame. 

11. Shoal’s primary attraction is not merely contribution, but contribution to the Shoal fund. 
Shoal’s success depends on the value of Shoal fund and hence a single phase offering 
model is not effective for shoal fund value attraction.  
Hence a double phased offering model is used which is based on: 
a. “Shoal funding” or “Project funding” 
b. Amount of donation 
The objective of such classification is that the entity which contributes towards the Shoal 
Fund benefits more than the one which contributes only to the project. The second level of 
classification that is, “Amount of donation” suggests that, the more the money contributed, 
the more the benefits. Hence this two phased classification will aims to attract more 
contribution towards shoal fund. 

The following is the recommendation for the devision of corporate offerings for the Shoal 
Initiative. They are based on the potential offerings and benefits that are suitable for Shoal 
operating model to offer and take into account all the above mentioned benefits. Following the 
double phased modelling while keeping in mind the needs and unique positioning of The Shoal, 
the first phase divides the offerings in 3 parts, namely: Project partners, ecosystem partners and 
Biome partners. The project partners are all the corporate donors who support a specific project 
and their contribution is restricted to use for the specific project only, while Biome partners are 
entities whose contribution has no project based restriction and is devoted the Shoal fund which 
is governed directly by the Shoal Board. The Ecosystem sponsors are the firms whose 75% of the 
total contribution is reserved for Shoal fund while 25% of the total contribution is used a specific 
project. All contributions are routed through the shoal fund, restricted or unrestricted, to 
maintain fund governance, increase fund value, improve transparency and brand awareness.  

Note: Project specific contributions are also part of the Shoal fund, with restriction in use. 

The contributions and access is structured in such a way to motivate any contributor to fund the 
Shoal fund rather than project specific use. On the same note, increase in the donation amount, 
also increases the benefits offered to the donor. Such framework will help persuade the donor 
to choose the Shoal Fund contribution and hence also putting the contribution towards where it 
is needed the most. 
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CORPORATE OFFERING Project Partners

100% specific project1

Annual contribution All

Minimum time frame NA2

Advisory Board No

Regeneration program No

Transformational 
Advisory No

The Shoal Seal No

Platform General

Field trip or visits Funded project

Media kits Funded project

Shoal annual meet Yes

Quarterly reporting Funded project

Best donor award No

Social media posts No

 CORPORATE LOGO

On magazine Funded project

On website Funded project

SHOAL LOGO

On product No

On material No

On website No

PROJECT LOGO Above $30,0003

On product Yes

On material Yes

On website Yes

Table 4: Corporate offerings by The Shoal Partnership for project partners.  

1. Donations more than $30,000 gain 
extra benefits. This number changes 
from project to project. Here $30,000 
is assumed as large donation for 
average project. 

2. For donations more than $30,000, 
minimum time frame is 2 years. 

3. Project logo use is available only for 
donations of more than $30,000. 
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CORPORATE OFFERING Ecosystem Partners

75% Shoal Fund; 25% specific project

Annual contribution $1,000-$4,999 $4,999-$9,999 $10,000- $30,000 $30,000 and above

Minimum time frame NA NA NA 2 years

Advisory Board No No No No

Regeneration program No No Yes Yes

Transformational 
Advisory No No No No

The Shoal Seal Yes Yes Yes Yes

Platform General General General Prime

Field trip or visits Funded project Funded project Any project Any project

Media kits Funded project Funded project Funded project Funded project

Shoal annual meet Yes Yes Yes Yes

Quarterly reporting Funded project Funded project Funded project Complete

Best donor award No No No Yes

Social media posts Partnership post One post Two posts Two posts

 CORPORATE LOGO

On magazine Funded project Funded project Funded project Prime

On website Funded project Funded project Funded project Yes

SHOAL LOGO

On product No No No No1

On material No No Yes Yes

On website No Yes Yes Yes

PROJECT LOGO

On product No No No No

On material No No No No

On website No No No No

Table 5: Corporate offerings by The Shoal Partnership for Ecosystem Sponsors

1. Contribution of more than $40,000 allows the use of Shoal Logo on products.
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CORPORATE OFFERING Biome Partners

100% Shoal Fund

Annual contribution $1,000- $9,999 $10,000-$29,999 $30,000-$74,999
$75,000 and 

above

Minimum time frame NA NA 2 years 2 years

Advisory Board No No No Yes

Regeneration program Yes Yes Yes Yes

Transformational 
Advisory No Yes Yes Yes

The Shoal Seal Yes Yes Yes Yes

Platform General General Prime Prime

Field trip or visits Any project Any project Any project Any project

Media kits Special media kit Special media kit Special media kit Special media kit

Shoal annual meet Yes Yes Yes Yes

Quarterly reporting Complete Complete Complete Complete

Best donor award Yes Yes Yes Yes

Social media posts Partnership post Two posts Three posts Three posts

 CORPORATE LOGO

On magazine Yes Prime Prime Prime

On website Yes Yes Prime Prime

SHOAL LOGO

On product No No Yes Yes

On material No Yes Yes Yes

On website Yes Yes Yes Yes

PROJECT LOGO

On product No No No No

On material No No No No

On website No No No No

Table 6: Corporate offerings by The Shoal Partnership for Biome Sponsors.



B.2 Impact Partners 

Impact supporters include the corporates who make non-monetary contributions. These may 
include members who donate in-kind (Toyota and Birdlife International), help directly to a 
project by using its expertise (Example: Heidelberg cement and Birdlife International), help  in 
Shoal brand awareness (Rolf C. Hagen and Shoal Initiative), volunteering days or any other non-
monetary support. Such members are classified as Impact Supporters and get the following 
benefits: 

1. Membership to the Shoal community platform with general access.  

2. One social media post. 

3. Corporate logo/firm name on website and the Shoal magazine. 

Due to the type being “non-financial support”, the offerings mentioned above are the basic 
offerings. These may vary as the Shoal team assess the value of support and the Shoal board 
approval. 
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C. Transparency 

Transparency is something that various stakeholders of non-profit organisations attach great 
importance to when deciding whether or not to support a particular charity (Ben, Devries & Lin, 
2010). That's why more and more organisations are putting more and more effort into visually 
displaying to their stakeholders their financial operations, where their money goes to, and how 
they approach their projects. Only in this way can organisations and thus Shoal build a 
creditworthy brand, in which people believe and know they can make a change. 

A first important issue that Shoal needs to realise in order to build their brand and establish 
creditworthiness towards their stakeholders should be that they clearly proclaim their vision and 
mission to potential supporters. People needs clarity about the added value Shoal brings to the 
world, and what would happen to the environment if Shoal did not intervene. This can be 
illustrated with visual images and content that can be provided in any way possible (Personal 
communication Jeroen van Hove, Oxfam). 

The best way to demonstrate why Shoal's vision and mission matters, as mentioned above, is by 
supporting Shoal's projects and actions through scientific research. Numerous organisations 
from the analysed sample address this issue by entering into partnerships with universities and 
experts. When potential and existing supporters can follow through various channels that the 
projects Shoal conducts are scientifically supported and really make a difference, then this will 
contribute to the trustworthiness of the organisation. 

Especially for individual sponsors, it is very important to demonstrate how much of their 
donations are effectively used to execute Shoal's projects successfully. Many of the 
organisations in the investigated sample anticipate this by attaching a tangible value to an 
amount of money. For example, the more money the individual gives, the more animals can be 
saved. Some others use, for instance, the equivalent of 5 euros for the purchase of a particular 
material used on the project. While 20 euros could bring much more changes in terms of 
enabling the purchase of materials necessary for a successful outcome of the project. 
Organisations can also show how much of individuals' donations are actually spent on realising 
the projects. Many individuals attach importance to this as they feel that their sponsorship 
effectively contributes to improving the world rather than keeping the organisation 
administratively running.  

However, for many organisations it is impossible to ensure that 100% of the funds donated go 
directly to projects, as part of the money has to be used to cover the organisation's 
administrative costs. Shoal can deal with this by having their administrative costs covered by an 
external partner, who is responsible for managing them. This allows them to show their 
supporters that 100% of the donated money goes directly to the projects and not to other 
factors. This should also encourage sponsors to donate more money, as they know it will go to 
good use.  

The last aspect which Shoal needs to closely monitor is scanning the companies with which 
they would form partnerships and thus performing Due Diligence thoroughly by examining the 
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practices of their potential partners. This has also been mentioned among the drawbacks of 
partnerships. If Shoal were to be related to companies that have a negative reputation, or 
engage in disgraceful practices, that are harmful to the environment, it could create a serious 
damage to Shoal's brand name. That's why Shoal needs to do a thorough scanning of the 
companies before engaging in any partnerships. By offering advisory on sustainable operators, 
Shoal can also help make companies more sustainable. 
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6. CONCLUSION  

This report has investigated an excellent and innovative strategy for Shoal, a young freshwater 
ecosystems and species conservation organisation, to strategise fundraising in various ways. 
The focus of this study is laid on how the “freshwater paradox” can be solved with a platform 
based model that Shoal showcases. Freshwater species are very vulnerable and have fastest 
extinction rate. Although there exists a large group of people who share affinity with this 
biodiversity, there are few who are aware of this endangerment. Hence this study focuses on 
forming up a strategy to unite the group of scattered, unaware but strong and proactive 
supporters. The primary objective of this study is to create attractive funding techniques for this 
group, after and as they come together, so that sufficient financial support can flow into Shoal to 
make their combined mission a success in both the short and long term.  

The literature review focuses on important aspects that should be taken into account when 
developing an all-round financial strategy for a young non-profit conservation organisation. The 
reasons for individuals and corporates to support Shoal were identified to understand the need 
and reaction of both the supporter groups. Next, the focus was placed on importance of brand 
creation within the non-profit sector, which includes creating awareness and maintaining this 
attention. Hereafter the most efficient communication channels to address supporters were 
defined, whereby social media proved to be the fastest growing but inefficient channel. After 
this, the main sources of financial support were identified, followed by the focus on corporate 
collaborations. More specifically, the various stages of a corporate partnership, the success 
factors and the benefits that companies can receive were examined. Finally, the potential 
drawbacks of corporate partnerships were identified that Shoal needs to take into account when 
concluding contracts. 

The methodology included an in-dept case study of 16 organisations that could be projected as 
Shoal on the basis of certain characteristics. The organisations were examined by using the self-
developed VMVT-framework which allowed a thorough case investigation on successful 
fundraising strategies. Besides, some interviews were conducted with experts in the field of 
financial strategy for both companies and NPO’s. Analysis of only secondary data does not 
provide the full picture of a financial strategy. The unique tactics were identified with a deep 
case study. These include the use of ambassadors and volunteers and the approach to schools 
in order to build a community, often also through social media channels. Moreover, many 
organisations have connections with universities and experts to enable their mission and 
projects to become scientifically relevant. Additionally, many organisations are committed in 
transforming their partner’s' practices into a more sustainable variant. Furthermore, many 
organisations use standardised corporate offerings or tailor-made variants to approach 
companies for funding. These techniques were evaluated if they were applicable in the 
construction of the all-round financial strategy for Shoal.’ 

A recommendation and thus an answer to the question what the best approach could be to 
build an all-round financial strategy for Shoal was answered in detail in the recommendation 
section. The main focus was the establishment of the Shoal Community, where all stakeholders 
and supporters of Shoal come together and engage in the conservation of freshwater species 
and their ecosystems. Firstly, the Shoal Community consists of corporate partners who are 
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engaged through either financial or non-financial methods by becoming corporate partners or 
impact partners. Secondly, the Shoal Community consists of a group of Shoal supporters, 
consisting mainly of private individuals to spread the Shoal message and to support the Shoal 
initiative financially. The third group consists of strategic partners consisting of universities and 
other NGOs that assist Shoal with expertise, project implementation and awareness-raising. To 
flourish the Shoal community, two unique ideas were suggested. The implementation of the 
Blue Innovation Fund which consists of funding new innovative ideas to support freshwater 
conservation. The second proposition is to further flourish the Shoal website into a Shoal online 
platform where all stakeholders come together and communicate with each other creating the 
feeling of being a vibrant community. 

The second main part of Shoal's advice to make their financial strategy a success is by focusing 
on corporate and impact partners. The development of a unique and advanced corporate 
offering system should enable attracting companies and inspiring them to sponsor the Shoal 
initiative. The offerings consist of original features such as the Shoal Regeneration Programme, 
advisory on business transformation and the development of the Shoal Certification Seal. 
Besides, the offerings also include traditional benefits of partnerships, which many of the 
researched cases also made use of. The offerings are structured in this way in order to focus 
attention on sponsoring the Shoal Fund, enabling Shoal to achieve global influence and create 
opportunities. The final factor that is strongly emphasised is the necessity for Shoal to ensure 
transparency of their operations to all their stakeholders throughout their all-round strategy in 
order to safeguard the creditability of the Shoal Brand. 

As with the majority of studies, the design and results of this study are subject to certain 
limitations. First of all, some limitations are attached to the case study. Firstly, the choice of 
cases studied in depth may be subject to subjective interest in certain organisations and certain 
concepts. Moreover, information from certain organisations cannot be generalised as best 
tactics which also should apply to Shoal's strategy, as each organisation stays unique. Secondly, 
research made clear that a lot of information, especially on corporate partnerships, often could 
not be found in secondary data. Therefore, the decision was made to conduct interviews on this 
topic in particular. However, the latter was not evident as it was difficult to find experts who were 
willing to conduct an interview about corporate partnerships. Thirdly, the advice to Shoal's 
financial strategy is based on research from the literature study, the case study and interviews, 
together with a significant share from own intuition. Therefore, the recommendation on the all-
round financial strategy is partially based on our own expertise and knowledge. Finally, there 
was a restriction in the time frame to examine the entire financial strategy in dept in order to find 
out what could work in practice and what could not, since reviewing the strategy towards 
potential stakeholders was difficult to perform.   
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NOTES AND SUGGESTED READINGS 

Notes 

1. The CSR stages and stages: 

2. This view is based on many different sources and extensive readings including Book Beyond 
the Last Blue Mountain by R.M. Lala (1992), The Brand Custodian by Mukund G. Rajan (2019), 
Tata group website. 

3. Cemex is world’s third largest building solutions company, based in Mexico, while 
Patrimonio Hoy, founded by Cemex, is a self financing non-profit. 

4. Based on 17 major goals and its 10 targets under UN Sustainable Development Goals. More 
information os SDG 14 can be found at https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg14.` 

Suggested Readings 

1. Due Diligence: Molina-Gallart, N. (2014). Strange bedfellows? NGO–corporate relations in 
international development: an NGO perspective. Development Studies Research. An Open 
Access Journal, 1(1), 42-53. Access at: https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/
10.1080/21665095.2014.915617 

2. Due diligence: “Dax Lovegrove, WWF UK’s company relations manager, says it’s a matter of 

judgement. “You can’t always work with the cleanest companies, and there’s no point just 

preaching to the converted. As long as your partners are willing to accept challenging 
targets, they are the ones you should be working with.”” (Cowe R., 2004) 

3. Fundraising Strategies for Environmental Funds. RedLAC.  
R e t r i e v e d f r o m : h t t p : // a l i g n i n g v i s i o n s . c o m / r e s o u r c e s /
RedLAC+AV+Fundraising+Strategies+for+Environmental+Funds.pdf 
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APPENDIX 1: LIST OF ORGANISATIONS RESEARCHED (1/3)

Organisation name Read more at:

1 1% for the Planet https://www.onepercentfortheplanet.org

2 Alliance for Freshwater Life https://allianceforfreshwaterlife.org

3 Alliance for the Great Lakes https://greatlakes.org

4 Amazon River Dolphin Conservation Foundation https://ardcf.org

5 American Rivers https://www.americanrivers.org

6 Artsen Zonder Grenzen https://www.artsenzondergrenzen.nl/

7 Asian Species Action Partnership https://www.speciesonthebrink.org

8 Bird Life International http://www.birdlife.org

9 Bloom Association http://www.bloomassociation.org/en/

10 Bone fish and Tarpon Trust https://www.bonefishtarpontrust.org

11 Cambridge Conservation Initiative https://www.cambridgeconservation.org

12 Cameroon Environmental Watch http://www.aedev.org/cew/

13 CCA Florida https://ccaflorida.org

14 Conservation International https://www.conservation.org

15 Conservation Minnesota https://www.conservationminnesota.org

16 Coral Reef Alliance https://coral.org

17 Coral Restoration Fund https://www.coralrestoration.org

18 California Coastal Conservancy https://scc.ca.gov

19 Devils’ River Conservancy https://www.devilsriverconservancy.org

20 Direct relief https://www.directrelief.org

21 Ecologists Without Borders https://ecowb.org/ 

22 Ecotrust Canada https://ecotrust.ca

23 Environmental Defence Fund https://www.edf.org

24 Fish Conservation Foundation http://www.fishconserve.org/partners/

25 Fisheries Conservation Foundation http://www.fishconserve.org

26 Fisheries Research Foundation https://www.rainforest-alliance.org

27 Forest Trends https://www.forest-trends.org
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Organisation name Read more at:

28 Freshwater Life https://fwlife.org

29 Freshwater Life Project https://freshwaterlifeproject.org

30 Friends of the Earth International https://www.foei.org

31 Global Environment Facility https://www.thegef.org

32 Global Wildlife Conservation https://www.globalwildlife.org

33 Grand Canyon Trust https://www.grandcanyontrust.org

34 Greater Good https://greatergood.org

35 Greenpeace International https://www.greenpeace.org/international/

36 Groundwork Richmond http://www.groundworkrichmond.org

37 Half Cut https://halfcut.org/page/about

38 Heal the Bay https://healthebay.org

39 Himalayan Rivers United https://himalayanriversunited.org

40 International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) https://www.iucn.org

41 Lively Waters https://www.livelywaters.zooreach.org

42 Mahseer Trust https://www.mahseertrust.org

43 Marine Fish Conservation Network https://conservefish.org

44 MarineBio https://marinebio.org

45 National fish and wildlife foundation (NFWF) https://www.nfwf.org

46 Nature Conservancy https://www.nature.org/en-us/

47 Ocean Conservancy https://oceanconservancy.org

48 Oceana https://oceana.org

49 One Tree Planted https://onetreeplanted.org/pages/

50 Ornamental Fish International https://www.ofish.org

51 Oxfam https://www.oxfam.org/en

52 Pacific Life Foundation http://www.pacificlife.com

53 Rainforest Alliance https://www.rainforest-alliance.org/

54 Rainforest Trust https://www.rainforesttrust.org

55 Red cross https://www.icrc.org

56 Salmon & Trout Conservation https://www.salmon-trout.org
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Organisation name Read more at:

57 Sierra Club https://www.sierraclub.org

58 Synchronicity Earth https://www.synchronicityearth.org

59 The Conservation Alliance https://www.conservationalliance.com

60 The Freshwater Trust https://www.thefreshwatertrust.org

61 The International Game Fish Organisation https://igfa.org

62 The Parosphromenus Projects https://www.parosphromenus-project.org/en/

63 The Rivers Trust https://www.theriverstrust.org

64 The Tropical Conservation Fund https://www.tropicalconservationfund.com

65 Trout Unlimited https://www.tu.org

66 Unicef https://www.unicef.org

67 West Wales River Trust https://westwalesriverstrust.org

68 Wetlands International https://www.wetlands.org

69 Wild Oceans https://wildoceans.org/

70 Wild Trout Trust https://www.wildtrout.org

71 World Fish https://www.worldfishcenter.org

72 World Wildlife Fund (WWF) https://www.worldwildlife.org

73 Zoological Society of London Zoo https://www.zsl.org
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Appendix 2: Coral Restoration Foundation-Membership levels 

Retrieved from: https://3a33729f-d81c-4cd6-9541-8bf1b5bd6ec5.filesusr.com/ugd/
60a969_eba0762541bb41f19a3f92e3a15c4a25.pdf 
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Appendix 3: Questionnaire 

The Shoal Ini,a,ve, a programme by Synchronicity Earth (UK) aims at freshwater biodiversity conserva,on 
especially fishes at a global level. Launched in early 2019, it is s,ll at its nascent stage with Corporate 
membership program yet to be launched. Its opera,ng model is plaIorm based where it has the poten,al, 
need and ability to combine all freshwater projects around the globe under one umbrella fund, the Shoal 
fund. Prospec,ve corporate partners include anglers, aquariums, fisheries, pet food industry and other 
corpora,ons affec,ng the quality of freshwater, among others. While designing the fundraising strategy a 
few barriers were hit which can be removed with answering the following ques,ons. Thank you again, for 
your ,me and guidance. 
Read more about Shoal at hQps://shoalconserva,on.org 
Astrid Billiet: astrid.billiet@edu.vlerick.com 
Dhananjay Rathi: dhananjay.rathi@edu.vlerick.com 

The questionnaire used for conducting the convenience surveys is as follows: 

1. Is the organisation you are working or worked for using a corporate packages or membership 
levels system in order to attract companies to sponsor? If not, what method is in place? 

2. On what basis are the packages classified? 
Example: Donation amount, donation type etc. 

3. In your view, what are the main benefits a corporate seeks from partnerships with 
organisations, tangible or intangible? 

4. How does your organisation deal with exclusivity concerns of the companies that are willing 
to partner with you? 
Example: A company willing to partner but does not do so because its competitor is already a 
partner. 

5. Do individual donations also entail memberships? If yes, how are they classified? 

6. In your view, what are the main benefits an individual seeks from partnerships with 
organisations? Or are they generally interested in unconditional donations? 

7. What other ways of fundraising is your organisation using?  

8. Any other comments, recommendations or learning we should take care of while designing 
the strategy or in general? 
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Appendix 4: Answered questionnaires 

Isabelle Lefebvre

Interviewee Particulars Details

Isabelle 
Lefebvre

Organisation
Damien Foundation Belgium: The organisation established 
in 1964 detects and gives treatment to people with leprosy, 
tuberculosis and leishmaniosis. 

Job function
Corporate Fundraiser 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/isabellelefebvre/

Elise Kamphuis

Organisation University of Groningen

Job function
Project manager Alumni Relations and Fundraising 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/elise-kamphuis/

1) Is the organisa-on you are working or worked for using a corporate packages or membership levels system in 
order to a:ract companies to sponsor the NGO/NPO? If not, what method is in place? 

ANSWER: NO – we develop partnerships case by case – long term / short term / for a specific project / for the global 
budget – Damien FoundaEon just started in September 2019 to work with companies in a structural manner – to get your 
first big structural partners you need to be open for all kind of partnerships at first: financial donaEon / donaEon of 
products or services / acEon towards clients / acEon towards customers / event fundraising / digital campaign, etc…  

2) On what basis are the packages classified? 
Example: Dona-on amount, dona-on type etc. 

ANSWER: No packages – the return we offer will depend on a number of criteria like the duraEon of the partnership, the 
amount,… all will be discussed and negoEated individually 

3) In your view, what are the main benefits a corporate seeks from partnerships with organisa-ons, tangible or 
intangible? 

ANSWER: display CSR engagement – employee engagement/teambuilding - fiscal opEmisaEon – easier to recruit new 
profiles more sensible to CSR – legal obligaEon to invest in social projects - greenwashing 

4) How does your organisa-on deal with exclusivity concerns of the companies that are willing to partner with you? 
Example: A company willing to partner but does not do so because its compe-tor is already a partner. 

ANSWER: we don’t have the problem yet, I guess it all depends on the amount the company is willing to give and the 
duraEon of the partnership, but is a very delicate decision to make because if the partner goes away you loose a big 
supporter 

5) Do individual dona-ons also entail memberships? If yes, how are they classified? 

ANSWER: I don’t understand this quesEon related to companies 
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Elise Kamphuis 

6) In your view, what are the main benefits an individual seeks from partnerships with organisa-ons? Or are they 
generally interested in uncondi-onal dona-ons? 

ANSWER:  I don’t understand this quesEon related to companies 

7) What other ways of fundraising is your organisa-on using?  

ANSWER: donaEons individuals – donaEons foundaEons – donaEons local authoriEes - major donors individuals – legs - 
efundraising 

8) Any other comments, recommenda-ons or learning we should take care of while designing the strategy or in 
general?

ANSWER: diversify means of geSng donaEons

1) Is the organisa-on you are working or worked for using a corporate packages or membership levels system in 
order to a:ract companies to sponsor? If not, what method is in place? 

ANSWER:  
No, we have crowd funding and ‘schenkings overeenkomsten’.  

2) On what basis are the packages classified? 
Example: Dona-on amount, dona-on type etc. 

ANSWER: 
We don’t have packages.  

3) In your view, what are the main benefits a corporate seeks from partnerships with organisa-ons, tangible or 
intangible? 

ANSWER:  
I think intangible 

4) How does your organisa-on deal with exclusivity concerns of the companies that are willing to partner with you? 
Example: A company willing to partner but does not do so because its compe-tor is already a partner. 

ANSWER:  
We deal with alumni. So our partnerships are exclusively for alumni. Other departments of the university deal with 
companies I’m afraid each department has it’s own policy. Exclusivity is difficult at a university. Because universiEes need 
to be independent. 

5) Do individual dona-ons also entail memberships? If yes, how are they classified? 

ANSWER:  
Yes, it depends on the amount. But individual alumni with whom we have a contract of five years have a membership of 
regional events. They can a[end these events for free.  
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6) In your view, what are the main benefits an individual seeks from partnerships with organisa-ons? Or are they 
generally interested in uncondi-onal dona-ons? 

ANSWER:  
It depends on the organisaEon. In our case they would like to do something back for het university that helps them with 
their career. 

7) What other ways of fundraising is your organisa-on using? 

ANSWER:  
Crowd funding, Ekkies 

8) Any other comments, recommenda-ons or learning we should take care of while designing the strategy or in 
general?

ANSWER: 
I think the quesEons are a bit to general. This depends on the kind of organisaEon. But is always good to communicate 
with your donors. Stewardship. 
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Appendix 5: Summary of the interviews 

As described in the methodology, to attain insights and views from experts on fundraising, a few 
convenience interview were taken. Below is a summary of the most important points discussed 
during these interviews. 
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APPENDIX: SUMMARY OF INTERVIEWS

Interviewee Particulars Details

Eric Marquis 
&  

Eric Nadon

Organisation
R.C. Hagen: Manufacturer of pet supplies established in 1955 with 
headquarters in Montreal.  
Potential financial partner of Shoal

Job function

Communications manager (Eric Marquis)  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ericjmarquis/ 
Conservation biologist (Eric Nadon) 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/eric-nadon-23618b72/

Main 
discussed 

items

-At this moments they have three goodwill projects connected with their 
aqua product line running. 
     Partnership with Coral Restoration Foundation (Staghorn Sponsor) 
     Creating brand awareness for Shoal to their customers. 
     Partnership with an ambassador who provides visual content. 
-They were really fan of the structure of the corporate packages of the Coral 
Restoration Foundation, as it gives them a clear overview what the benefits 
are. Besides do they like that the organisation provides content and 
storytelling to use in their own marketing strategies. 
-R.C. Hagen is very interested in Shoal’s mission, but in return for financial 
support they want to receive attractive content on their projects and 
freshwater species to use in their marketing, which Shoal is not providing 
completely at this moment in their opinion. 
- They advised Shoal to invest in their social media (Instagram and Facebook) 
communication, content creation in order to have a story to tell and engage 
people in their mission.  
If R.C. Hagen would become a future financial partner, they would expect a 
form of exclusivity (within their sector). They were also interested in the 
model of donating 1% of sales of a certain product line to the Shoal fund. 

Joke Devos 

Organisation
Stichting De Schoolschrijver: They encourage children to enjoy reading an 
writing with innovative and fun programmes

Job function Fundraiser https://www.linkedin.com/in/jokedevos/

Main 
discussed 

items 

-Joke advised to find funding by focussing first on the personal contacts and 
network Shoal has and develop further from there on.  
-The main benefits in her experience companies should be offered: Logo on 
the websites of the organisation, newsletter, free tickets to events, 
recognition of company in general, on site project visit. 
-Important in her opinion was to invest in social media communication, 
integrate in networks in order to find new partners to support Shoal 
-Exclusivity was in her opinion unavoidable as companies want to partner for 
brand recognition and without exclusivity every company can do the same 
and the competitive advantage fades. The goal was to find the best partners 
in their sector that want to offer the most and engage with them. 
-The main benefits individual memberships should offer are regular updates, 
tickets to events, options to see the project, thank you notes.  
-Crowdfunding was in her opinion good method to gain recognition and start 
building relations with individuals and small businesses.

Karen Scheire

Organisation
De Fietsambassade Gent: They encourage using bicycles as a sustainable 
way of transport in Ghent through qualitative and innovative service.

Job function
Communications Coordinator https://www.linkedin.com/in/karenscheire/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ericjmarquis/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/eric-nadon-23618b72/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jokedevos/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/karenscheire/
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Main 
discussed 

items

-For Karen corporate packages are mainly to start a conversation with 
potential corporate partners, but should be tailor-made throughout forming 
the official partnership. 
-The main benefits for companies of partnerships with NGOs and NPOs in 
her opinion are: the visibility of the corporations brand, CSR and employer 
branding. 
-The start to find funding in her opinion is to deploy volunteers and 
ambassadors and make use of the organisation’s own network. 

Antoine 
Lebrun

Organisation

WWF Belgium:  WWF is an independent conservation organisation that 
tackles the deepening crisis of nature loss caused by human activities with an 
ambition to set nature on the path to recovery in the coming decades for the 
benefit of people and wildlife.

Job Function CEO https://www.linkedin.com/in/antoinelebrun72/

Main 
discussed 

items 

This interview was also recorded and sent to the company supervisor.  
Corporate Partnerships 
-WWF is mainly working with partnerships that work on 3 aspects; the 
transformation of the operations of the companies into a more sustainable 
way, communication about WWF vision to the stakeholders such as 
customers of the company and funding. 
-The organisation doesn’t work with standardized corporate packages but 
tackles each company in their own way in order to form a successful 
partnership. 
- Partnerships with companies are for WWF meant for a long time, as a long 
time (1-3 years) is spent on analysing and preparing the company. After this 
informal partnership, a formal partnership of 3-5 years is established. 
- Helping companies in transforming their practices into a more sustainable 
method requires lots of expertise and thus a high costs. The analysis and 
support in order to change the companies ways is performed by a team as 
well internally as outsourced to external organisations. 
-WWF only work with the 200 biggest companies around the world in 
different sectors, as these have the highest impact on the global 
environment. Partnerships with smaller companies are rather a exception and 
these companies have to undergo due diligence after which they receive in 
return and as benefits a fiscal document, small notice on WWF’s website and 
in their annual report. 
Exclusivity 
 -According to Antoine does WWF works with exclusivity and therefore 
carefully considers which companies to work with. They mostly focus on 
companies that are or very big or very fast growing to work with. As 
transforming their operations will have to biggest impact globally in the short 
and long term.  
-Besides do they also work with companies where improving business 
practices has still big potential, working only with best in class regarding 
sustainability, will have less impact then choosing companies where 
improvement is still possible. 
-The choosing of the corporate partnerships is done very carefully, as the 
cost of analysing those and setting up a contract is very costly. 
Advice for Shoal 
-Partner with companies where Shoal’s mission is relatable to their mission, or 
companies that have an impact on freshwater 
-Companies that have a huge customer base is interesting to partner with, as 
they make a big amount of individuals aware of Shoal 
-Identify the major users and supporters of freshwater water ecosystems  
-In Belgium no organisation as Shoal is established, therefore potential in this 
country. 
Feedback on Regeneration Programme 
-Antoine found this an interesting idea for companies such as Coco-Cola that 
can only reduce water waste to a certain point, for the unavoidable water use 
they could make use of the regeneration programme in order to become 
water neutral and compensate their footprint. 
Individual memberships 
-According to Antoine, the most effective fundraising methods are on the 
street. However as this is a very local action and Shoal has a very various 
supporter base, would this possible be not effective for Shoal. Therefore 
should digital fundraising be the main focus. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/antoinelebrun72/
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Ed Partridge

Organisation

WWF International: WWF is an independent conservation organisation that 
tackles the deepening crisis of nature loss caused by human activities with an 
ambition to set nature on the path to recovery in the coming decades for the 
benefit of people and wildlife.

Job function
Digital Corporate Partnerships Manager https://www.linkedin.com/in/
edwardpartridge/

Main 
discussed 

items

This interview was recorded and can be sent to the company supervisor. 
Corporate partnerships 
- WWF established corporate partnerships based on three aspects: 
transforming the business practices, communication of WWF’s mission and 
fundraising.  
- WWF works with each company in a customized way and doesn’t make use 
of standardized packages. They have a strong due diligence analysis. 
However WWF is searching to establish more standardized contracts in terms 
of transforming business operations, specifically for companies within the 
same industry sector. Having standardized contracts world-wide in terms of 
funding is rather difficult in Ed’s opinion. 
- Corporate partnerships after due diligence where a % of the revenue of a 
certain product goes to WWF is also possible.  
-According to Ed, different methods to approach companies have to be used 
in different countries. 
Due diligence 
-In order for a company to become a partner of WWF, they first have to 
achieve certain goals in order to be able to get into a formal contract and thus 
partnership with WWF. 
-There is a list of companies where WWF won’t work with, those are for 
instance in the tobacco, gas & oil and pornography sector.  
There is also a list of companies that come into consideration for partnerships 
only after they reach certain goals in terms of sustainability 
-WWF works with external consulting agencies and an internal committee to 
perform this due diligence and approve of the company’s partnership. 
Exclusivity 
-WWF wants to address all companies to change their business practices, 
however, they have certain clauses where WWF agrees on only making 
publicity for a specific company within a sector for a certain period of time.  
The main benefits companies get from partnership with WWF 
-They achieve an increase in brand trust, which leads to an uplift in their sales. 
It opens doors to governments and local communities 
Advice to Shoal 
-Approach companies that have an impact on fresh water ecosystems.  
-Approach financial institutions that invest in companies that aren’t 
addressing fresh water issues/ 
-Address companies that have a brand fit with Shoal. 
-Shoal has a competitive advantage to approach smaller companies, as these 
are too small to partner with WWF 
-Look into the Lion Share Fund, this is a rather new model that is working, 
maybe Shoal could use some of these techniques. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/edwardpartridge/
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Jeroen van 
Hove

Organisation
Oxfam-Solidariteit: Oxfam wants to establish innovative solutions world-wide 
in order to give people a chance to have a better future and get out of 
poverty.

Job function
Head of Fundraising https://www.linkedin.com/in/jeroenwvh/

Main 
discussed 

items

Info on Oxfam 
-They work with unstandardized contracts. 
-Mostly the contracts last 1 year, but is evaluated each year again in order to 
continue the partnership. 
-They have a huge amount of individual sponsors, but this was hard to 
establish and asks a lot of investment 
Advice on Shoal 
-In order to find funding as a rather new organisation it is interesting to 
address first major donors such as rich philanthropist and institutions in 
order to start off. Addressing companies and individuals financially without 
brand awareness is hard and costly. 
-When connecting with companies, try to find a common brand-value 
-In order to establish awareness and create content, address volunteers and 
ambassadors to reach this uncostly. 
-Work via social media with interesting content in order to attract individuals. 
-Organising a crowdfunding with 1 attracting project is interesting to get 
people become aware of shoal and this creates a basis.  
-Make very clear to potential partners and potential individual supporters why 
Shoal exist, thus create a very clear mission and vision about what you will 
do in the world. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jeroenwvh/
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